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FOREWORD
The Bureau of Radiological Health conducts a national program to limit
man's exposure to ionizing and nonionizing radiations. To this end, the Bureau
(1) develops criteria and reconnnends standards for safe limits of radiation
exposure, (2) develops methods and techniques for controlling
radiation
exposure, (3) plans and conducts research to determine health effects of
radiation exposure, (4) provides technical assistance to agencies responsible
for radiological health control programs, and (5) conducts an electronic. product
radiation control program to protect the public health and safety.
The Bureau publishes its findings in appropriate scientific journals and
technical report and note series prepared by Bureau divisions and offices.
Bureau publications provide an effective mechanism for disseminating
results of intramural and contractor projects. The publications are distributed
to State and local radiological health personnel, Bureau technical staff, Bureau
advisory connnittee members,
information
services,
industry,
hospitals,
laboratories, schools, the press, and other concerned individuals. These
publications are for sale by the Government Printing Office and/or the National
Technical Information Service.
Readers are encouraged to report errors or omissions to the Bureau.
comments or requests for further information are also solicited.
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Bureau of Radological Health
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PREFACE
Under the directions and authorities given to the Secretary of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare by Public Law 90-602, "The Radiation
Control for Health and Safety Act of 1968," the Bureau of Radiological Health of
the Food and Drug Administration has begun the development and administration of
programs to evaluate and control those emissions from electronic products which
represent potential hazards to health.
An important part of this program is the identification and understanding of
the biological effects of a particular type of emission.
One class of such
emissions is electromagnetic energy in the infrared, visible, and ultraviolet
wavelength regions emitted by lasers and other high intensity light sources.
This
survey and interpretation of the scientific literature on the
biological effects of light was undertaken to serve as a working reference in
the establishment of safety guidelines for light sources. It can also serve the
reader as an introduction to this region of experimental biology.

~)//cL,/
Roger H. Schneider
Director
Division of Electronic Products
Bureau of Radiological Health
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ABSTRACT

The establishment of performance standards for light-emitting products,
including lasers, under the Radiation Control for Health and Safety Act of 1968,
requires an understanding of the biological effects of light and levels which
cause those effects.
To this end, a survey and interpretation of light
bioeffects literature was undertaken. While incomplete, the work does give the
reader a basic understanding of light bioeffects and connnents on how the
information can be used to help establish control levels for performance
standards.

ix

A REVIEW OF SELECTED BIOEFFECTS THRESHOLDS FOR
VARIOUS SPECTRAL RANGES OF LIGHT

1.0 INTRODUCTION
Under the Radiation Control for Health and Safety Act of 1968 (P.L. 90-602),
the Bureau of Radiological Health, Food and Drug Administration has the
responsibility of establishing performance standards for electronic products
which emit radiation. One segment of the radiation spectrum which requires
examination is referred to as "light" which includes both the infrared and
ultraviolet portions as well as the visible portion of the spectrum.
Prior to
1960, the sources of high-intensity light were relatively few. Since the advent
of the laser, however, the number of high-intensity sources of light has
increased significantly. The use of lasers already extends to the home as well
as to research, medicine, industry, and education (1).
The increased use of
lasers must be tempered with caution, for lasers and other high-intensity light
sources can be hazardous to humans.
This paper is a review of research conducted to determine the thresholds for
selected biological damage resulting from exposure to light. It is not intended
as a complete repository for all knowledge concerning light and the eye. The
purpose of this paper is to present a sufficient amount information to allow the
reader to gain a basic understanding of how and why light poses a biological
hazard and what work has been done to determine those levels which can present a
hazard.
In major portions of the biological work performed the laser has been
used as a light source, and this is reflected in the works discussed herein.
The authors apologize for any errors of omission and from simplification of
rather complex subjects and refer the reader to the excellent papers and texts
listed in the reference list.
The paper concludes with a discussion of the
development of safety guidelines for high-intensity light sources, which is a
majqr responsibility of the Bureau of Radiological Health, Food and Drug
Administration, under the Radiation Control for Health and Safety Act of 1968.

2.0 PERSPECTIVE
2.1

History

Eye damage from light exposure has been recognized since early recorded
More
history. Plato in his Phaedo reports cases of eclipse blindness.
recently, in 1916, solar eclipse burns on the retinas of observers were
described by Verhoff and Bell (2). During World War II military plane spotters
were purported to have received eye damage from viewing the sun through highpowered binoculars (3). World War II also witnessed the introduction of arc
welding and an alarming incidence of UV photokeratitis in workers near the arc
units. Infrared cataract has been known for years as an occupational hazard for
steelworkers and glassblowers.
Some of the first modern, quantitative work measuring the amount of light
required to produce retinal lesions was done in the late 1940's by MeyerSchwickeraith (4) while working with the Carl Zeiss Optical Company. This work
led to the development of the retinal photocoagulator, a device which used xenon
flashlamps to produce light which was transmitted to the retina and'produced a
retinal lesion. The lesions were used as "welds" to tack down detached retinas.
During the early 1950 1 s, Dr. William Ham and others began investigating the
possibility of retinal burns occuring from observation of atomic explosions (5).
Sources of light used for the study were somewhat scarce, and flash burns from
atomic device detonations were not considered to be a public health problem.
Research aimed at determining the effects of laser light on the eye began in
1960, shortly after the development of the first operational laser. Much of the
Soon many investigators were
early work was done by Ham and associates.
examining the effects of the various laser types on the eye in an attempt to
determine what types of damage occurred and at what levels of irradiance
(radiant power impacting per unit area of receiver). The ultimate goal of much
of this research was to provide data for the establishment of safety guidelines.
2.2

Synopsis of Recent Investigations

Early investigators realized that light could cause damage through several
. mechanisms. High light levels produced a charring of tissue and an associated
shock phenomenon, both of which are gross effects, easily detected, Low levels
were suspected of causing functional damage; i.e., an impairment of vision,
which is not readily detectable by direct viewing or by tissue examination procedures. Most investigators chose as the criterion for damage that minimal
retinal lesion which could be detected with an ophthalmoscope yet did not
With this criterion one eye could
destroy the subject for further study.
receive numerous insults and still provide valuable information on threshold
levels required for lesion production.
Using the visible retinal lesion as the end point, investigations were
conducted on the effects of varying irradiance, delivery time, irradiated spot
size on the retina, pigmentation, region of the retina, and animal species.
None of the experiments conducted to date have provided complete information on
all aspects of the problem; however, sufficient data are available to attempt to
answer the question of just what levels of laser exposure are capable of
producing visible retinal lesions.
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Other experimenters have begun quantitative studies of the chronic exposure
levels which produce more subtle damage. The results of these studies indicate
that relatively low power sources can produce damage with
long exposure
durations.
While much experimentation has occurred in the ultraviolet portion of the
spectrum, little quantitative work is reported. Research in this portion of the
spectrum has been centered on the generation of curves of relative efficiency
for the production of selected bioeffects.
Called "actie::m spectra," these
curves have been produced for such threshold damage end points as erythema (skin
reddening), photokeratitis, and photoconjunctivi tis (inflammation of the cornea
and conjunctiva, respectively).
Recent work has been directed towards the
levels responsible for biochemical changes.
Infrared research has been accomplished at few laser spectral lines. As in
the use of visible light, however, there appears to be sufficient quantitative
information to determine just what levels of light exposure are capable of
producing threshold damage.

3

3.0 THE EYE AND SKIN
Light may be the cause of. any number of phenomena, and increased levels may
result in changes ranging from the production of serious lesions to subtle
Little research has been done on the subtle
effects on ciradian rhythm.
effects; thus, practically speaking, light is known to be a hazard only to two
the eye and the skin - and we will consider only these in this paper,
organs
Of these two organs, the eye is of primary concern, for while a lesion of the
skin is uncomfortable, it usually does not affect human functioning to as great
a degree as even a minor loss of vision. (Note that there are exceptions to
this statement such as skin cancer.) Evaluation of the research conducted on
these organs must be based on an adequate understanding of their structure and
physiology.
3.1

The Eye

The eye is composed of a number of specialized structures, each different in
Additionally, damage to each
its sensitivity to electromagnetic radiation.
structure affects vision in a different manner. A schematic representation of
the eye is presented in Figure 1 (6).

SUBSTANTIA
PROPRIA

Figure

1.

Representation of the Human Eye ·
From Prince, J.H., et.al., ANATOMY
AND HISTOLOGY OF THE EYE AND ORBIT
IN DOMESTIC ANIMALS, 1960. Courtesy
Charles C. Thomas, Publisher, Springfield, Ill.
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The outer surface of the eye is a tough, white tissue called the sclera.
The sclera is essentially a support tissue which is somewhat elastic.
The
extra-ocular muscles are inserted into the sclera, and it is on this tissue that
they actually pull to rotate the eye in the desired direction.
The cornea is actually a continuation of the sclera.
The cornea is
transparent to light and has a greater curvature than the rest of the sclera.
The transition between the cornea and the white sclera is rather sharp and is
called the limbus.
The cornea is the major light-focusing device of the eye.
The
cornea
and
its
thin
epithelium covering are transparent to
electromagnetic radiation over the range of wavelengths from about 320 to 1400
nanometers. The cornea is richly supplied with nerve endings and is exquisitely
sensitive to pain - a particle of sand in the eye is adequate demonstration of
this. The'limbus is supplied with blood vessels to a depth of perhaps 2 mm, but
the remainder of the cornea is devoid of blood vessels.
Damage to corneal tissue may be accompanied by intense pain and partial
clouding of vision. Unless damage is quite extensive, complete recovery of the
tissue and vision usually occurs.
Inside the eye are two fluid-filled cavities, both of which are under
pressure to give structural rigidity to the eye. The anterior chamber contains
a slightly viscous liquid, the aqueous. The rear chamber is filled with a very
viscous hydrogel, the vitreous. Separating the two chambers is the lens which
is transparent to about the same range of wavelengths as is the cornea. The
lens is structured of elongated cells arranged in layers arcund a central core
of cells.
The lens· is surrounded by a capsule which is a noncellular secreted
membrane. No blood vessels penetrate the lens, and the cells depend mainly on
diffusion ·of nourishment from the aqueous and vitreous fluids which lie in
contact with the lens. Similarly, waste products must diffuse outward to be
carried away by the aqueous and vitreous. Cooling of the lens is therefore
inefficient and heat buildup within the lens is quite damaging. No nerves are
found in the lens.
Damage to cells of the lens may not be apparent for some time after insult
because of the low level of metabolic activity.
Damage of low degree is
evidenced by clouding of vision known as cataract which is usually not
reversible, Should recovery occur, it is a slow process. Damage to the lens
may be cumulative because dead cells cannot be eliminated from the lens capsule
but accumulate slowly, causing a progressive loss of visual acuity.
The lens is attached by suspensory ligaments to the ciliary body, a muscular
organ further attached to the sclera. The ciliary body muscles alter the lens
shape to provide for fine focusing of the incoming light beam. Overlying the
lens is the pigmented iris, a muscular structure designed to expand or contract
and thus regulate the amount of light entering the eye. The roughly circular
aperture formed by the iris is called the pupil.
As with' all tissues, the
tissues of the eye contain large amounts of water. The aqueous and vitreous are
both composed primarily of water and their absorption characteristics, as well
as that of other &ye tissues, are similar to those o= water. The cornea,
aqueous, lens, and vitreous all comprise the ocular media.

.

Lining the posterior, or vitreous, chamber is the retinal tissue which
contains the sensory cells for light perception. Underlying this tissue is a
thin (10 µm) layer of cells, the pigment epithelium, the cells of which contain
a large quantity of melanin (pigment) granules.
The pigment epithelium
functions to absorb scattered light, stop reflection, and provide some physical
support for the photoreceptor cells. Beneath the pigment epithelium is the
choroid, a somewhat thicker (100-200 µm) tissue layer which is rich in blood
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vessels and nerves. It functions to provide nutrition for
convey nerves and vessels to the iris.

the

retina

and

to

In the mammalian eye, light must pass through several membranes, nerve
fibers, various nerve complex cells, and support cells before reaching the light
sensor or photorecepto r cells.
The photorecepto r cells of the retina are thought to be of two basic types
being commonly differentiate d on the basis of shape and the photopigment
chemical contained in the cell outer segment. The outer segment of rod cells is
Rod cell outer
typically cylindrical in E?hape, as can be seen in figure 2.
segments have recently been discovered to be constructed of an outer sheath
which encloses a number of stacked discs which consist of a high percentage of
The photopigment , in the case of rod cells, is called
photopigment molecules.
rhodopsin.

a- OUTER SEGMENT ( containing photopigments )
b- NUCLEUS
c-. FOOT ( connects to other retinal cells )
Figure 2. Schematic depiction of
Rod and Cone -Photoreceptor Cells.

Cone cell outer segments, also depicted in figure 2, are rather cone shaped;
hence the name. The outer segments of cone cells consist of packets of
photopigment , as in rods, but the packets are not separated discs as in rod
cells, but rather appear to be formed by deep invagination s of the outer cell
6

wall. The cone cell outer segments may contain any one of two or possibly three
photopigments other than rhodopsin.
While both photoreceptor types are simple photon detectors that produce a
response upon the absorption of a photon of light, there are differences in the
visual response to light because of differences in the photopigment absorption
spectra. In addition, while the spectral response of the photoreceptors is
broad, the spectral response of the visual system is limited. Wavelengths
shorter than about 350-400 nm (the near ultraviolet) are heavily absorbed in the
ocular media, limiting the amount of light reaching the retina. Wavelengths
longer than about 700-750 nm (the near infrared) contain insufficient energy
per photon to elicit a response from the photopigment. Some limited response to
the near infrared may be noted if the influx of photons -to the retina is
sufficient.
Both rod and cone cells are connected to a complex of nerve cells which
serves as part of switching network and information processing center.
Mainly
through the action of this nerve complex, rods mediate vision at low light
levels (called scotopic levels) and supposedly produce no sensation of color.
Cone cells, connecting into this same network, mediate vision at higher
(photopic) light levels, and are thought responsible for the sensation of color.
At approximately the focal spot of the cornea-lens system lies a slight
depression in the retina, the fovea, which is about 250-300 µm in diameter.
Only densely packed cones are found here. This is the region providing maximum
visual acuity. Surrounding the fovea is an avascular area, the macula, where
rods are found intermixed with cones. The density of the rods increases toward
the periphery of the macula. On the nasal side of the macula is found the optic
disc where the optic nerve fibers leave the eye. The optic disc is also known
as the blind spot since it is devoid of photoreceptors. The photoreceptors are
bound lightly to the pigment epithelium which is, in turn, bound more securely
to the choroid.
Damage to the retina can take a number of forms. Generally speaking, the
neural components of the retina, such as the photoreceptors, may regenerate when
slightly injured(?), but usually degenerate when extensively injured. A blind
spot, called a scotoma, may be evidence of such an occurrence of injury.
With
time, the volume left vacant by degenerated cells may be filled in a small
extent by crowding of neighboring receptor cells (BJ. The scotoma may be thus
replaced by an area of less than normal visual acuity.
Should such an
occurrence take place within the fovea, severe limitations might be placed on
vision.
The eye is a dynamic organ, moving about almost constantly during both sleep
and wakefulness. Eye movements are of several types:
a.
Saccades. These are rapid eye movements of a rotational nature to
"aim" the eye at a new target of interest. They last between 40 and 80
milliseconds.
The saccades are of a semivoluntary nature and occur while
changing focal targets of interest. The degree of movement, its velocity
and duration, depend somewhat on the angular separation between targets.
b. Accommodation. This is a change in the shape of the lens to fixate
or focus on a target of interest. The accommodative reaction occurs about
0.36 second after a new stimulus is introduced and averages in humans about
0.64 second in duration.
Associated with this aspect is a feedback
mechanism which causes the lens to constantly hunt, over a small range of
travel, for the best focus.
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c. Vergence. This is the shift of binocular vision to accommodate the
globes to a new target. The latency of response is about 0.20 second.
These are rotations of the globe to
Smooth Pursuit Movements.
d.
follow a moving target. They are governed in velocity and duration by the
target.
Micronystagmus, These are small involuntary movements which shift
e,
on the retina. There are typically three movements involved:
image
the
This is slow drift which moves the image across the
Drift.
(1)
retina. The typical drift occurs at a rate of about 25 seconds of
arc per 0.1 second; that is, about the diameter of one cone cell.
A 1-second-duratio n drift will move the image about 3 minutes of
arc.
(2) Tremor. Superimposed on the drift is a high-frequency tremor
of about 150 Hz with an amplitude equal to one-half the diameter
of a cone cell.
This is a small but rapid movement which
Microsaccade,
(3)
brings the drifted image back to the foveal center.
All of these movements are present to some degree in normal ·eyes during
wakefulness. Sleep or anesthesia precludes the voluntary movements, but the
During sleep and anesthesia, the eye
involuntary movements persist (9J10).
or lesser degree depending upon
greater
a
to
points
accomodates to near focal
anesthetic, relaxing to focus at more distant points upon awakening (11).
3.2 The Skin
The surface of the body is covered by skin which consists of two main tissue
layers, the outer epidermis, and the underlying connective tissue, the dermis.
The epidermis is itself composed of several cellular layers, the deepest
being a rapidly dividing layer of cells called the basal layer. Atop this are
several layers of. successively less viable cells covered by a final layer of
nonviable keratinized cells. This outermost layer is constantly being lost
through abrasion, sloughing, or washing. It is convenient to think of cells
being produced in the basal layer and gradually rising through the successive
layers to the top, only to be replaced by cells from a lower layer. The keratin
is produced in the dying cell nucleus just before the cell reaches the surface
and gives the skin its resiliant, protective properties.
The thickness of the epidermis varies around 0.1 mm on most of the body but
may be as much as 1 to 1.5 mm on such areas as the heel. The epidermis contains
no blood vessels and is presumably nourished by diffusion through tissue fluid
from capillaries in the underlying dermis, There are, however, various nerve
endings within the deeper layers of epidermis.
The dermis ranges in thickness from about 1 to 2 mm but may be as much as 3
mm thick on the soles and palms, The outermost layer of the dermis is not
readily distinguishable from the lower epidermal layer and is composed of living
cells readily serviced by blood vessels. The dermis is the site of various
organs such as sweat glands and hair follicles. The lower portion of the dermis
is composed essentially of connective tissue with numerous cells contained
The main components of the dermis are collagenous and elastic fibers
therein.
which penetrate the subcutaneous tissue.
8

Skin damage may range from superficial, as with mild erythema (a reddening
of the skin) to long-term effects such as cancer production, and to third degree
burns (charring of tissue). No significant difference in damage has been noted
from light as compared with other thermal burn agents.
The skin has greater
powers of regeneration which are centered in the basal layer of the epidermis.
Should the basal layer be destroyed, the basal cells of the surrounding unburned
area will fill in the burned area, provided the burned area is not too great.
While damage may penetrate skin and cause harm to underlying organs such as the
liver, the energy required to do so is considerably above that causing erythema.
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4.0 SPECTRAL RESPONSE OF SKIN AND EYE TO LIGHT
Light impinging upon biologic al tissue may be reflected , transmit ted, or
absorbed . The reflectio n of a beam of light may be specular (mirror- like) but
is more likely to be diffuse since most tissue does not present a smooth surface
to an impinging beam. Naturall y, some scatterin g of the photons does occur
within tissue, but this is probably small and the scattered light eventual ly is
absorbed or transmit ted out of the tissue.
The amount of reflectio n, transmis sion, and absorptio n within tissue is
dependen t upon the waveleng th of impinging light and the organ involved .
4.1 Skin
The skin is only slightly transpare nt to light, a fact which can be
The reflectio n
illustrat ed by placing a finger over the beam of a flashlig ht.
reflectan ce) is
l
(spectra
th
waveleng
of
function
a
as
of the skin (12,13)
at sea level
sun
the
of
e
irradianc
spectral
The
3.
figure
in
d
presente
elevation is depicted in figure 4 (14). Note that the reflectan ce of skin is
greater at those waveleng ths of the highest spectral irradianc e. The curves of
skin reflectan ce depict the results from experime nts conducte d with a lightcomplecte d Caucasia n and an exceptio nally dark Negro. There are essentia lly no
differenc es in spectral reflectan ce beyond 1800 nm.
Light which is not reflected by the skin is absorbed in or close to the area
The depth of tissue
of impingment, some light being scattered in tissue.
whether overlying a
skin,
of
location
the
upon
depends
light
penetrate d by the
of boneless tissue.
mass
large
a
or
finger,
the
as
such
y,
proximit
close
in
bone
such as the breast.
4. 2

Eye

The eye differs consider ably from skin in its transmis sion and reflectio n as
depicted in figure 5. Wavelengths between about 400 and 1400 nanomete rs are
readily transmit ted through the ocular media although the visual system response
range is only about 400-750 nm. As the waveleng th of light progress es further
away from the 400-1400 nm range, the ocular media become less transpare nt until
most of the incident light is absorbed in the first few layers of cornea.
Figure 6 depicts the absorptio n of light in the retina and choroid (15). Figure
7 presents the spectral absorptio n (16,17) of the lens, aqueous, cornea, and
conjunct iva in the ultravio let.
Light in the spectral range of 400-1400 nm is focused by the cornea-le ns
system onto the retina. If the eye is fixed upon the source of light, the light
and the irradianc e (power per unit
will be focused onto the fovea of the retina
4 to 10 6 (18) over that falling upon the cornea.
10
as
much
as
by
increased
area)
It is by virtue of th..r.s concentr ation factor that high-int ensity 1:ight, whether
from a conventi onal light source or a laser, may pose a serious hazard to the
eye. Laser light may be relative ly more hazardou s than light from other sources
because the radiant propertie s (low divergen ce, monochro maticity, coherenc e),
which can be more efficien tly obtained by laser action, allow better focusing of
Note that not all lasers produce
the incident light upon the re~ina.
10

monochromatic coherent light of low divergence and, thus, not all lasers of the
same output power pose equal hazard.
The above information can be applied to the more common lasers to predict
their action on tissues. Helium-neon (He-Ne), ruby, krypton, argon, and xenon
lasers all have their primary output in the visible range and pose primarily
retinal hazards. The output of the gallium arsenide (GaAs) laser at 900 nin is
also transmitted to the retina but at levels comparable to ambient light, is not
perceived by the eye. The neodymium (Nd) laser is similarly transmitted but not
readily perceived. The supposedly "eye safe" erbium laser may pose a problem to
the ocular media. Carbon dioxide lasers produce light at 10,600 nm, and the
main hazard at this wave length is from corneal lesions. Frequency-doubled ruby
lasers and other lasers which emit in the ultraviolet may also pose a problem to
the cornea and possibly the lens.
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5.0

DAMAGE MECHANISMS

It is well known that sufficient amounts of light impinging upon tissue may
cause damage to that tissue, ranging in severity from barely detectable
impairment s to gross lesions. Tissue is an inhomogeneous aggregatio n of water,
organic molecules, and other numerous inclusions , and the damage to tissue is
(denaturat ion) such that life
caused by a change in tissue components
functionin g is impaired. (Note that while the term denaturati on has a specific
biochemica l meaning, the general definition of a change from natural state will
be used herein). This damage is effected by imparting extra energy to the
For the sake of convenienc e, this addition of energy is
tissue components.
divided into two principle damage modes; denaturati on resulting from general
temperatur e increases and denaturati on resulting from a specific photochem ical
reaction.
The principal mode of damage is dependent upon .the tissue involved and the
energy of the incident light photon. Far infrared light usually effects damage
by a general increase in tissue temperatur e, whereas far ultraviole t light tends
to cause more specific photochem ical reactions. Both modes are present in the
visible portion of the spectrum.
5.1

Thermal Denaturati on

Far infrared, near infrared, and visible radiation are emitted by objects at
high temperatur e and are sensed by the body as heat, with shorter wavelength s
emitted by objects at higher temperatur es. The temperatur e required to produce
tissue damage has been an object of investigat ion.
Mild heating of tissues above the normal body temperatur e of 36.5° C
(98.6° F) such as encountere d in high fever may increase the metabolic rate of
This metabolic increase may produce metabolic byproduct materials
the tissue.
in excess of the cells' capacity for byproduct eliminatio n, and metabolic
poisoning may ensue.
Denaturati on of organic molecules may result from more severe heating of
tissue. Albumin, for exampble, is denatured at temperatur es above 47° C and
nearly all enzymes are destroyed at temperatur es above 70° C (19).
When the energy is deposited more rapidly in a region than the sound transit
time across this region, pressures can build up in this region and thus produce
a shock wave, possibly rupturing an individual cell and causing mechanical shock
For example, since
damage to cells remote from the site of original insult.
gross physical
cells,
tor
photorecep
for
support
pigment epithelium cells provide
neighborin g
to
damage
in
result
may
cells
epithelium
damage to the pigment
cells.
tor
photorecep
Steam production may occur if sufficient energy is imparted to tissue water.
When steam production does occur, the damage caused by such steam production
probably overshadows damage caused by other damage mechanisms such as simple
denaturati on.
A classic study of damage temperatur e was performed by Moritz and Heriques
(20)who applied liquids of known temperatur es to porcine skin for varying
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lengths of time.
A modified table of their results is given in Table 1.
basic relationships were determined by this and similar studies:

Two

a.
There is an inverse relationship between tissue temperature produced by
a thermal burn agent and the amount of time required to produce a burn.
b,
The rate at which "burning" occurs is almost doubled for each degree
rise in temperature between 44° C and 50° C,
Note that this study was done over.large tissue areas as compared to the
retinal image area and for relatively long periods of exposure as compared to
the pulse from a laser. These relationships may not apply to small irradiated
areas, short exposure duration, and different tissue damage criteria.
However,
they do give insight into damage conditions for skin when exposed to infrared
sources such as a CO2 laser.
·

Table 1.

Time at selected temperatures
required to produce a red burn.
(20).

Temperature (° C)

-Minutes

44
45

Seconds

420
180

46

90

47
48

45

14

49

8

50

5

51

3

52

1
1

53

30

56

00
35
25
15

58

10

60
65

5

70

1

54
55

2

The absorption of light is not homogeneous since tissue itself is not
homogeneous, The increase in heat resulting from light absorption is generally
greatest in and around those portions of tissue that are the most efficient
absorbers. According to Hasen and Fine (21), the absorption of visible spectrum
light in the eye is greatest in the pigment epithelium because of the presence
of melanin granules which act as very efficient absorbers.
Similar pigment
granules
are responsible for skin pigmentation and hence determine the
absorption of visible spectrum light by the skin.
Several terms should be discussed at this point since they have been used in
describing the results of photon absorption by tissue. The terms are heat and
temperature,
Heat can be considered as the total energy residing in molecular
or atomic vibrations. Such vibrational energy can be transferred to neighboring
atoms and molecules from the impact or target site. Thus, if one area of tissue
absorbs the energy of incident photons, the energy is soon distributed to
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If the absorbed energy is sufficient, the absorbing atoms
surrounding tissue.
or molecules may undergo changes which lead to disruption of the cell life
The changes do not occur instantaneou sly but occur over a period of
processes.
microseconds or milliseconds . Therefore, the vibrational energy must remain
localized for a sufficient period of time before changes in tissue occur. Since
loss of energy does occur to surrounding tissue, energy input must be sufficient
to compensate for energy lost through transfer before degradation processes can
occur in the target site.
Temperature is a measure of the average heat (vibrational energy) of the
constituents of a substance such as tissue. This quantity is usually measured
by using a device which itself absorbs some of the vibrational energy of the
substance. Temperature can also be mathematical ly calculated, based on broad
assumptions of the physical properties of the substance in which measurement is
However, the
made and the distribution of incident energy on the target site.
small volumes
to
applied
when
fails
classical macroscopic concept of temperature
duration of
pulse
the
as
(such
time
of
periods
short
(such as a molecule) or to
durations
pulse
short
these
discussing
when
Therefore,
laser).
a short-pulse
from a laser, one must think in terms of the energy or energy history of tissue
rather than temperature.
A curve of energy loss as a function of time for a substance such as tissue
indicates that very little (if any) energy is lost in periods less than a
Therefore, if energy input occurs in a period of time less than a
microsecond.
microsecond (that is, insufficient to allow any significant energy loss to
occur), the energy history of the substance will be governed only by the energy
loss rate. It therefore follows that, for all exposures of less than a
microsecond, one should expect the total energy required to cause a stated
effect (for example, a given amount of molecular denaturation ) to remain
unchanged, Whether this conclusion will be.borne out by investigation s of nanosecond and picosecond insults remains to be seen.
5.2

Photochemica l Denaturation

Denaturation of organic molecules may result from the direct absorption by
Most ordinary (dark or nonthe molecules of a single photon of light.
of activation between 0,65
energies
involve
reactions
photochemica l) chemical
and 2.8 eV/photon. Valence electron excitation, which activates the reactions
This range of
classified as photochemist ry, involves 0.86-4.3 eV/photon.
wavelengths
of
energies of 0.65-4.3 eV/photon is equivalent to the energy
(22).
spectrum
visible
the
of
all
between 1,900 and 280 nm which includes
no
or
little
involve
which
occur
thus
may
Specific denaturation reactions
cell
of
capable
nonetheless
are
which
but
temperature
cellular
in
increase
destruction as an endpoint.
According to Pitts (23), his ultraviolet exposures of rabbits and primates
indicate that two or possibly three photochemica l reactions are involved in the
production of photokeratit is. He further reports that the effect of ultraviolet
light on corneal tissue appears to be the result of absorption of light in the
nucleoprotei n. Kinsey (16) reports in fashion that absorption in the eye occurs
in the protein material.
Leach (24) reports that a number of important biological end points have
action spectra which are closely approximated by the absorption spectra of
nucleic acids while others are more closely described by the absorption spectra
of proteins.
Indeed,
degradation.

of vision itself is dependent upon molecular
process
the
The absorption of a single photon'of light by the photopigment
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results in the breakdown of the latter into one or more active byproducts which
are thought to stimulate the receptor cell to release a nerve signal. Since the
byproducts have a significantly different absorption spectrum than the original
photopigment, the term "bleaching" is used to describe the process.
The
byproducts
are
then
reformed
by various processes into the original
photopigment. Although the photopigment reformation process proceeds rapidly,
intense prolonged degradation may eventually lead to the degradation of much of
the photopigment in a receptor cell, and possible damage to the cell may result
from the buildup of toxic byproduct materials from the degradation process.
Photoreceptor damage from long-term low-level exposure is more fully discussed
by Mainster (25) and by Noell and Albrecht (26).
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6.0 VISIBLE SPECTRUM
The majority of damage research experiments have dealt with the visible
This segment of the spectrum is
portion of the spectrum from 400-700 nm.
transmitted through the ocular media to the retina, and retinal damage is thus
the type of damage of greatest concern here.
6.1

Non-Ophthalmosco pic Assays

Prolonged exposure to high-intensity visible light sources may result in
temporary or permanent impairment of visual function which is not detectable by
ophthalmoscopic observation.
Damage analysis techniques include histological examinations using both
light and electron microscopes, analysis of biological electrical phenomenon
(such as the electroretinogram or ERG), analyses of changes in spectral response
of the eye, and visual acuity tests. The difficulties associated with these
damage as.says are great as compare!} with ophthalmoscopic examinations. For this
reason most investigators have worked toward the end point of producing a just
Nevertheless, several investigators have gone beyond
visible retinal lesion.
this simple end point.
Sisson and associates (2?) exposed the eyes of piglets to the same type of
fluorescent light as is used for the treatment of hyperbilirubinem ia in infants.
While no retinal changes are visible ophthalmoscopica lly, they did report
definite retinal damage as detected by the light and electron microscopes.
Leibowitz and associates (2?) reported that lesions were visually observable on
2
primate retinas exposed to no less than 0.07 J/cm at the retina from a shortlesions were observed in
examinations,
histological
pulse laser, but that with
(Note that
J/cm 2 •
0.02
as
low
as
levels
retinal
at
epithelium
pigment
the
retinal irradiances cannot be measured directly but are calculated on the basis
of measured power/energy and estimated image diameter.) Lappin and Cogan
(29) exposed a single monkey eye to four identical retinal insults from a
helium-neon laser. No ophthalmoscopica lly visible lesions were produced, but
when the microscope was used, lesions were detected. One exposure produced a
small burn, one had no detectable effect, and the other two exposures produced
identical but minimal damage.
Adams and colleagues (30) exposed the retinas of Rhesus monkeys to extermely
The levels were those
short (Q-switched) pulses of light from a ruby laser.
capable, on the basis of earlier work, of causing an ophthalmoscopica lly visible
None of the exposed areas ever
retinal lesion one in a thousand times.
They state: "In general, histologic observations of
displayed such lesions.
the samples was unrewarding. With one exception, all samples - control and
experimental - showed no alterations and maintained the usual retinal histologic
pattern." The one exception, an experimental subject, showed very subtle
They further state: "By contrast, ultrastructural examination of
changes.
Outer
experimental samples disclosed marked pathologic changes in the retina.
one
from
separated
shrunken,
disorganized,
were
cones
and
rods
segments of both
another, retracted from pigment epithelium, broken into ball like segments and
were exhibited in
often in complete disarray." These and numerous other changes
2
3
12 of 13 samples exposed to the level of 9 x 10- J/cm , while none of the
control samples did so.
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Aronson and Garouette (31) compared the extent of retinal damage as
determined by ERG and visual examination. They found "the percentage of ERG
amplitude loss following the production of the lesion was generally much greater
than the fraction of damaged retinas ..• ," and reported total loss of ERG in
cases in which as little as 12 percent of the retina was affected by xenon
photocoagula tor-produced lesions.
McNeer, et, al. (32) found that "Reduction of the. (B) wave amplitude was
significant at energy levels of 50 percent below those rejuired for production
of minimal lesions if a total area of approximately 40 mm had been exposed," in
a study wherein an experimental coagulator was applied to chinchilla rabbits. A
single burn of 750-µm diameter was insufficient to obtain ERG changes.
Davis and Mautner (33) stated that the Visually Evolked Corical Potential
(the VECP is another biopotential associated with the visual system) is reduced
or extinguished at one-fourth the visible lesion threshold irradiance. Jones
(34) concludes that "the functional (damage) threshold appears to be an order of
magnitude less than the energy required to produce a visible lesion with a
normally pulsed ruby laser."
Sperling (35), however, comments "extreme care must be taken in the
collection and interpretatio n of the ERG if valid conclusions are to be drawn.
The value of the ERG as a diagnostic device to determine if a person has
received a damaging retinal dose of intense spectral radiation is somewhat
doubtful."
He quotes Ponte and Jacobson as finding no difference in the
phototopic components of the ERG in humans and monkeys, respectively , between
controls and subjects with focal macular injury (deliberately produced in the
case of monkeys).
Indeed, the so-called "B" wave of the electroretino gram has long been used
as an indicator of retinal activity. It has been assumed to originate in the
switching
network of the retina, perhaps in the bipolar cell.
Recent
experiments by Miller and Dowling (36) indicate, however, that the "B" wave has
its origin in the Mueller cells which are support cells of the retina. Siegel
(37) cements, "Imagine the collective groans from all the workers using the B
wave as a sensitive index for a variety of visual functions after hearing that
their favorite electrical response was derived from a 'supporting' cell in the
retina,"
He continues, however, that "the diagnostic aspect of the ERG B wave
has not been lessened as a result of the new findings.
An examination of functional impairment has been reported by Sperling, et.
al. (38). They have used operant-cond itioned Rhesus monkeys and studied their
response to low levels of light from a monochrometer, Spectral response curves
and threshold levels were reported to be almost identical to those of man.
Sperling, et, al. (39), are currently engaged in examining the changes in
spectral response from exposure to high intensities of light and plan to
investigate response from reversible changes to permanent alterations just short
of a thermal burn. At the time of writing, Sperling, et. al, had demonstrated
permanent impairment of spectral response caused by a long-term exposure (3
hours/day for a total of 21 hours) to argon laser at a level of 3.1 x 10- 5 W/cm 2
on the retina.
Farrer and associates (40) have examined the response of trained Rhesus
monkeys to a standard visual acuity test by using the Landolt Ring test system.
The monkey is required to discriminate the orientation of a gap in a ring,
shaped overall like a letter C. The results indicated that " .•. at levels of
energy density on the retina which are 80 to 50 percent below threshold burn
level, no loss in visual acuity can be detected by the Landolt ring te$ting
system adopted for this investigatio n."
19

A number of other investigators are also at work attempting to determine
Further work may
just what light levels, viewed continuously, are harmful.
hazardous.
are
levels
exposure
chronic
what
just
show
better
Noell and colleagues (41) found that rats, when exposed to a high light
level environment produced by fluorescent bulbs, suffered permanent ERG changes.
The changes were causes by "other than a thermal mechanism" but the extent of
change and the speed of onset were closely associated with the rat's body
temperature, They state " ••• the damaging effect of light is extremely dependent
upon body temperature and occurs most rapidly when body temperature is elevated
At a normal body temperature, ordinary laboratory illumination
above normal.
apparently is either not strong enough or is not maintained continuously for a
sufficient length of time to induce an irreversible effect."
Gorn and Kuwahara (42) report ERG changes, possibly recoverable, in rats
2
exposed to retinal levels of 0,017 J/cm for as little as 4 hours and state that
such exposure levels for more than a week will irreversibly extinguish the ERG.
Marshall, Mellerio, and Palmer (43) were able to produce damage to pigeon
The pigeons were
retinae by moderate illumination from fluorescent lamps.
only to the
damage,
Retinal
sides.
illuminated
housed in a cage with uniformly
the
which,
illumination
of
level
a
for
hours
6
at
exposures
at
occurred
cones,
authors state, corresponds to the luminance of an overcast sky. The reason for
this damage is not clear but they do conclude that "with respect to human
vision, we cannot now say that a lighting installation must be safe merely
because it resembles daylight. A daylight type of illumination has definitely
damaged pigeon retinae,"
6.2 Ophthalmoscopic Damage Assays
The problem of light effects on the retina is of sufficient interest to have
stimulated a large number of investigations. Most of the investigators have
used, as the criterion for threshold retinal damage, the production of a retinal
lesion visible through use of an ophthalmoscope. The reason for the choice of
such a criterion is based on the ease of detecting such a lesion. There is a
large volume of literature on visible retinal lesions, and numerous safety
guidelines have been based on the data from such literature.
Various combinations of light sources, exposure durations, and experimental
animals have been used to determine the threshold level of light which will
produce a visible retinal lesion, Unfortunately, since the various experiments
reported in the literature were not systematically designed with respect to one
another, there are numerous gaps and inconsistencies in reported results. Such
parameters as pulse duration and irradiated spot area or diameter on the retina
Methods of measurement are also often left unstated,
are notably lacking.
thereby making an appraisal of accuracy difficult.
When data and methods have been reported, statements of the error associated
with measurements have shown that accurate measurements are difficult to obtain.
Leibowitz (28), for ~xample, has estimated the spot size on the retina by
comparing an aiming spot produced by a He-Ne laser on the rabbit·retina to the
apparent size of the optic disc, This is then used to judge the spot size of
Leibowitz has used
the ruby laser used in the actual threshold experiments.
this method to calculate an error ranging from 70 to 110 percent in the
determination of power density on the retina of rabbits in his experiments,
'!'.his error, he states., is not u'.ausual for the type of experiment. Other
investigators have used more precise estimating techniques, such as comparison
with wire of known diameter inserted into the retina (44). Still, inaccuracies
remain which can make a considerable difference in the final threshold figure.
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The typical experiment for determination of visible retinal lesion threshold
uses a source of intense light which is focused through an optics train onto the
eye of an anesthetized subject.
The final optics include a beam splitter
coupled with a mounted ophthalmoscope which allows the investigator to view the
retina immediately before and after exposure without shifting the position of
the subject. An aiming light may be coupled into the optics train to help
predetermine the insult site,
The site of insult is recorded, either by a
photograph taken through the ophthalmoscope or by a sketch made by the
investigator. The retina is then subjected to repeated insults of decreasing or
increasing intensity until the threshold for visible lesion production is
bracketed.
The data presented in most reports are generally in two forms: (1) an
"absolute" value which represents the minimum value at which damage was observed
in any experimental subject, and (2) an 11 average" value which represents the
value which produced damage in 50 percent of the experimental population,
Note
that the absolute minimum value is not necessarily a threshold ~alue, for the
bracketing of threshold may have involved a considerable range of insult energy,
If this is true, there may be a considerable difference between the true
threshold value and the minimum energy value at which damage was observed,
however, for the remainder of this report the term "threshold" will _be used to
denote the minimum values at which damage has been observed.
The evaluation of threshold damage is not done immediately, since some
finite time must elapse after exposure before the damage is manifest as a
visible lesion. Evaluation times range from about 5 minutes post exposure up to
24-48 hours post exposure. Davis (33) indicates that the minimum power levels
for visible lesions assessed at 1 hour post exposure are about 80 percent of the
levels required for immediate detection. Ham (45) states " ••• it is well known
that irreversible lesions appear at a lower irradiance when observation time
post exposure is extended to a day or so." Campbell (46)found that waiting at
least 16 hours, rather than 5 minutes post exposure, decreased the energy
required on the human retina for visible lesion production form 1 x 10- 2 J to
3.4 x 10- 3 Jin one subject and from 6.4 x 10- 3 J to 2.7 x 10- 3 Jin another.
Data from 28 papers which report threshold values for the production of
visibie retinal lesions have been examined and are presented in figures 8-15.
Where required parameters were not reported directly, they were calculated from
the information supplied in the paper. The data contained in these reports are
examined in two fashions.
First, data are presented point by point, and
secondly, these same data are subjected to statistical regression analysis and
the resulting regression lines plotted. Figures 8, 10, 12, and 14 present the
data on a point-by-point basis to allow visualization of trends, The variables
presented in these figures are exposure time, retinal image diameter, irradiance
and integrated irradiance incident on the retina, power and energy incident on
the cornea, and experimental subject. The statistical analysis of the threshold
values is presented in figures 9, 11, 13, and 15.
The unit of radiant energy used herein is the joule (J). The unit of
radiant power used is the watt (W), equal to one joule per second,
Power per
unit area (radiant flux density) is termed irradiance and is presented in units
of joules per square centimeter (J/cm 2 ). The terms power density and energy
density, while commonly used to represent power and energy per unit area, are
incorrect in this usage as they are volumetric terms referring to power and
energy per unit volume (W/cm 3 and J/cm 3).
It is convenient to work with average values when handling data, as have
most of the investigators of visible lesion thresholds. When those data are to
be used as the basis of a safety guideline, however, the use of an average value
can be misleading. Should a guideline be based solely upon such average values,
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:a.

50 percent of the population to be protected would still be subject to injury at
Obviously, some factor of
the levels.less than the value of the guideline,
safety must be used in conjunction with the average value to provide protection
to those more sensitive individuals who are still subject to injury at below
"average" values.
safety guideline should provide protection to the most
a
Ideally,
susceptiable individual. We have chosen, therefore, to present the minimal
values for threshold injury production reported by the various investigators in
the belief that such values present a more suitable visualization of the
A report by Ham and colleagues (47) presents the
threshold for damage.
threshold for retinal lesion production by a 1-second 50-µm image exposure to
the beam of a He Ne laser as being an average value of 7 mW entering the eye.
While this value is much quoted as a threshold value, the report also states
that the range of threshold values for the four-animal sampling was 17.5 mW to
1.9 mW. We believe the latter figure is much more meaningful than the 7-mW
Similarly, the average value for retinal lesions production for a 1value,
second 50-µm retinal image produced by an argon laser was reported by Frisch and
colleagues (48) at 5-6 mW entering the eye, while the most susceptible
individual in the experimental population evidenced damage from 2.0 mW entering
the eye.

r

'

The data in figures 8-16 have been separated into five groups for analysis
based upon the criterion of retinal image diameter. While trends in the data
are evident when plotted, the application of statistical analysis to the pooled
data was undertaken, Least squares fitting was selected for ease of application
and fits were obtained for equations of degree one through nine. It was found
that 'there was no appreciable decrease in the residuals obtained beyond the .
This factor, coupled with the reinforcement provided by visual
quadratic fit.
inspection of the data which appears to be non-linear, resulted in fitting each
group of data using a least squares fit to a quadratic equation using the
These
logarythmic dimensionality of the plots (y = a 0 + a1log x + a2 log x 2 ),
fitted curves are of assistance in determining the effect of image diameter on
other threshold parameters, Even these fitted curves, however, lie above many
of the significant threshold data points. A curve of threshold for use in a
safety guideline must lie below all such data points; therefore, the 95 percent
lower confidence level of. the lowest curve (5 percent of exposure would be
expected to result in a minimal threshold insult in a suitably large number of
..
exposures) was calculated using the relation;
2
2
. sy = st,os ✓ l + ½+ C11~1 + C22X2 + 2C12X1X2
and was plotted throughout the time domain occupied by the data. These plots,
for both power and energy entering the eye, were found to satisfactorily
encompass all of ·the lowest values reported by the investigators. While the
validity of this or other statistical models may be questioned, the technique
was used only to provide a convenient mechanism for generating fitted threshold
curves to pooled data.
Referring to Figures 8-16, several observations can be made:
The values for threshold visible lesion production determined by most
a.
investigators agree within about a factor of ten over most of the time
Some variation in results is evident and is to be expected when
scale.
dealing with many biological systems, but the relative uniformity of results
is reassuring.
Much of the variation occurs in the time region of 10-4 and 10- 9 seconds,
where measurement is difficult and reproducibility of emission levels from
pulse to pulse is not high. Only 5 percent of the data points analyzed fall
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in this time domain. Few sources, including lasers, emit in
10- 4 second time domain.

the

10- 7

to

b.
While there are several anomalous data points, especially in the short
pulse duration range of 200-399 micrometers diameter, the grouping of the
data points and the generally parallel nature of the fitted curves indicate
that smaller retinal images require greater integrated irradiance or
irradiance but less energy or power for threshold lesion production to
occur.
The requirement of greater integrated irradiance or irradiance may be caused
by a greater rate of heat dissipation associated with small retinal images
as compared to large images (21). This requirement for greater energy per
unit area is accompanied by a decrease in total area such that, as would be
logically expected, the smaller image requires less total energy to initiate
threshold visible lesion production,
One should note that the relationship between image size and integrated
irradiance or irradiance exists in the short-pulse time domain of 10- 7 to
10- 9
seconds.
Heat dissipation following short-pulse exposure, however,
follows the same pattern as with long-pulse exposure, in that small images
cool faster than large images.
Another explanation of this relationship is based on the difficulty of
seeing small diameter lesions through the ophthalmoscope (47),
If heat
transfer does occur at the edges of an irradiated area, the damaged retinal
area may be confined to the center of the irradiated image.
The central
damage area produced in a small irradiated diameter may· be too small to be
seen through an ophthalmoscope. A larger amount of energy than is required
for small area damage production may be then required to produce a damaged
area of visible size,
One conclusion· that can be drawn from figures 8-16 is that a small
irradiated image on the retina represents the "worst case" situation for
lesion production, as has been stated by many authors.
c,
The difference in sensitivity between rabbit and monkey can be seen.
Figure 6 is a presentation of the minimal damage energy value, reported for
image diameters of less than 100 µm for rabbits and monkeys, with curves
fitted to each data group.
Various investigators have reported and
formulated approximate sensitivity ratios between various species. Campbell
(46) reported that, on the basis of integrated irradiance, the human eye was
only half as sensitive as that of the rabbit. Kohtiao (49), on the other
hand, indicated that the inability of the rabbit to focus iight meant that a
human eye might be more sensitive to a given amount of light energy entering
the eye. Vassiliadis (50) compared the results of experiments with rhesus
monkeys to those obtained from human subjects. He reported that, based on
the lowest energy for observed damage, the Rhesus eye was 8 to 20 times as
sensitive as the human eye, but noted that only three human subjects were
used, one for a long pulse ruby exposure and two for Q-switched ruby
exposure,
Ham (51) (in unpublished preliminary data) reports that he can
see little difference in threshold visible lesion levels between the eyes of
both Negro and Caucasian diabetic retinopathy patients and those of the
Rhesus monkey, Davis (33) found a distinct difference in the threshold
visible lesion values for monkeys and rabits at 800 µm spot sizes but no
differences at small spot sizes (100 µm). He states, " •.. it appears that
there is not a single unique sensitivity ratio between these two sp.ecies,
and intercomparisons ....• must be made with caution".
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It should also be noted here that, with both monkey and human eyes, a
difference in sensitivity has been noted between the macula and the
paramacular regions of the retina by some investigators. Lappin (52)
reports that visible retinal damage of the monkey paramacular region
requires about 30-40 percent more light energy than is required to damage
the macular areas. Ham (51), however, reports that the difference in Rhesus
monkeys is only 8-12 percent, and the subject remains controversial.
d.
The light source used for lesion production may be a factor affecting
results. Values have been determined for threshold using carbon arc lamps
(searchlights), xenon lamps, He-Ne, ruby, and argon lasers, and all values
seem in close agreement. There are insufficient data with enough otherwise
uniform conditions (same animal, exposure duration, evaluation time) to
prepare a plot which indicates the relative hazards
of varJous sources.
There is, however strong evidence in the literature that the type of tissue
damaged is influenced by wavelengths of light; i.e., argon (blue-green)
laser light affects red blood vessels to a greater extent than does red
light from a ruby laser.
This phenomena can be explained simply by
selective
absorption which all materials exhibit.
Since the damage
mechanism producing a visible retinal lesion is thermal, it would seem that,
provided one considers similar retinal image diameter, the major factor
affecting efficiency of lesion production is that of spectral transmission
of the ocular media and the spectral absorption of the retina. These are
relatively uniform across the visible spectrum.
6.3 Thermal Injury Models

'

}

A number of models have been proposed to explain the production of visible
lesions on the retina from exposure to laser light. Most of the models have
considered thermal injury as being the only means of damage production, although
the authors do allude to other mechanisms. The models of Vos, Hansen and Fine,
Clarke, and Mainster represent the progress of this subject.
One of the earliest models was that of Vos (53), who interpreted the retinal
damage reported in Ham's early work as being the result of steam production
resulting from temperatures greater than 100° C produced within the retina.
Vos did allude to the melanin granule as being the site of primarly absorption
and considered that injury could occur at temperatures of less than 100° C, but
he did not include this in his modeling of Ham's results.
Vos referenced the
work of Cohn (1881) who found eye albumin coagulation proceeding at 47° C. Vos
considered, therefore, that a temperature of 45° C might be safe, since this
temperature is too low for either denaturation or coagulation of retinal protein
to occur. This i~ a temperature rise of about 8° C above the normal human body
temperature of approximately 37° C.
Ham, et. al. (54) developed a model wherein heat was generated uniformly,
though at different rates, in the pigment epithelium and the choroid, from the
absorption of light fcom a laser pulse.
Hansen and Fine (55) elaborated on the idea of the melanin granule being
the primary site for light absorption in the retina and developed two models for
1nJury.
Their single mechanism model considered that the threshold for injury
was a temperature less than boiling temperature for all pulse durations and that
damage was the result of denaturation coagulation. Their double mechanism model
assumed that denaturation and coagulation continued to occur at pulse durations
longer than 4 µsec (this particular time increm~nt was based on Ham's work) but
that steam production did occur and was the dominant injury producing mechanism
at pulse lengths less than 4 µsec.
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Clarke, et.al. (56), rejected the uniform heat generator consideration of
Vos and Hansen, et.al., and instead proposed a uniform heat absorber model based
on the work of Wray (57) which they believed would more accurately allow
calculating the power and power density required to produce a 10° C rise in
retinal
temperature at the hottest point on the irradiated spot under
equilibrium irradiation conditions. Clarke, et.al. (56), did admit that their
model did not accurately describe time periods less than 500 µsec since
equilibrium conditions cannot be obtained in less time and little data were
available for comparison with their predications for 10-µm spot sizes.
Mainster, et.al. (58), considered the time dependence of the physical model
produced _by Clark, et.al.
In addition to presenting solutions for the
chorioretina l temperature - history produced by pulsed light sources, Mainster,
et.al., also examined the effect of retinal image distribution and pigment
epithelial
depth on predicted temperature increases.
The dependence of
temperature rise on the spectral characterist ics of the light sources was also
examined (25),
A rather complete discussion of thermal eye modeling in general was
presented by Wolbarsht (59) who dealt with the problem of the rate of
temperature dissipation (thermal relaxation) of various tissues.
All the models assumed several points in common:
a. The main damage mechanism is the thermal denaturation and coagulation of
the proteins of the retina.
b.
The temperature rise necessary to trigger this mechanism is small.
Friedman and Kuwahara (60) measured a rise of 2.5 to 3° C, associated with
retinal injury over periods of 10-30 minutes.
Hansen and Fine (61),
however, consider that a 2° Crise in temperature (as evidenced from fever)
can be considered safe over a protracted period of time. Vos (62) and
Clarke, et. al. (63), consider that an 8° to 15° Crise in temperature is
required for thermal injury to occur, considering photocoagula tion as the
damage mechanism, This temperature rise is significantly greater than the
temperature rise which White, et.al. (64), have calculated for the unaided
observation of the solar disc with a properly constricted pupil.
c.
The melanin or pigment granule is the primary site of absorption within
the retinal tissue. Damage occurs when the temperature gradients around the
grandules are sufficient to cause photocoagula tion.
d.
Time periods of exposure greater than about 10- 5 sec (61) are usually
sufficient to allow a uniform temperature to obtain over the tissue in
question.
A simple thermal model is thus considered adequate to describe
both continuous and "long" pulsed laser exposures. Shorter periods of time
require a more general description, such as that of Mainster.
Vos
(62) states, "in 10- 0 sec heat exchange takes place over only 0,1 micron,
which is less than the size of the pigment grains."
e.
The mechanisms of photocoagula tion and denaturation are time-depende nt
processes. Vos states, "The chemical reaction which causes the destruction
of living tissue is a rate process, rather than a process which, yes or no,
takes place." (53). · Hansen and Fine (61) state, ", •. the factors that
determine injury to a target volume of tissue are the temperature elevation
and the length of time over which an elevated temperature is maintained."
The method of Mainster, et.al. (58) permits calculation of such factors, but
none of the models predict just how much damage will occur as a result.
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Based on the models presented, a large irradiated area appears to
f.
require a low irradiance to produce threshold visible retinal inJury, but
the "worst case" is considered to be the 10-µm spot diameter which requires
the least power to produce injury. Vos estimated, on the basis of 15° C
temperature rise in tissue, that about 1 mW entering the eye would be
sufficient to produce retinal damage. Clarke (56) estimates that 1-2 mW
entering the eye could cause a 10° Crise on a 10-µm spot, "sufficient to
Hansen and
cause irreversible damage for exposures of 250 msec or more."
Fine (21) predict, on -the basis of an 8° Crise, that "from 270 to 700 µW of
transpupillary power would be injurious."
The concept of damage mechanisms other than thermal denaturation and
Mainster (25) for instance,
coagulation is considered in the papers.
emphasizes differences between photocoagulation and photic retinopathy
(60,65). Vos (62) states, "the damage to the retina may therefore be of
various kinds:
the energy released •.• produces chemical changes; in particular,
(1)
enzyme destruction at various places:
the heat production is so large that tissue fluids are vaporized
(2)
and micro-steam explosions give ruptures:·
occur which may produce explosions on a

non-thermal effects
non-molecular basis."
(3)

He further states "for the giant pulse laser •.• such local peak power
densities may develop that direct electrical field effects, such as electronic
or ionic emission, occur." Clark, et.al.(6:3), cited the "present lack of any
evidence that non-linear effects are present at the 'threshold levels' for
exposure times between 30 nanoseconds and 100 seconds." Thus, Clark dispensed
with any possible ionic effects form Q-pulsed lasers. While nonlinear effects
may occur, their occurrence at visible lesion threshold values appears remote.
It must be noted that, although the majority of investigators consider
thermal denaturation as the predominant damage mechanism, no attempt has been
made to' compensate for the lowering of body temperature from anesthesia under
experimental conditions. Noell (65) has reported that "hyperthermia greatly
Hypothermia,
accelerated and intensified the damaging action of light."
light and
of
action
damaging
the
retard
thus
should
anesthesia
resulting from
lead to erroneous high threshold values. This aspect has been recently examined
by Ward and Bruce (66) who found the decrease in the incident radiation energy
required to cause a visible retinal lesion to be a factor of two or greater.
6.4 Multiple-Pulse-Da mage Research
Most of the research done on the threshold for visible lesion production has
been performed by using a single pulse of defined length from a laser or other
Lasers and other light sources may, however, emit a series of
light source.
pulses or pulse train. Each pulse within the train has a defined duration, as
has the pulse train.
Skeen and collegues (67) have sought to determine the visible lesion damage
threshold parameters for such pulse trains. They exposed the eyes of Rhesus
monkeys to the light from an argon laser, emitting a 10-µsec pulse in trains of
0.5-second duration. The pulse repetition rates (pulses per second) of the
study were 2 Hz (single pulse), 10 Hz, 100 Hz, 1 kHz, and 10 kHz. They found
that the threshold approximated that of a single pulse of the same duration as
the cumulative duration of pulses within a train. In other words, the threshold
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of pulse train of 5 pulses of 10-µsec duration was approxima tely equal
of a single 50-µsec pulse.

to

that

This result, they stated, did not agree with the result predicted from
existing mathematic al models. In addition, it is representa tive of only one
pulse duration.
In view of the lack of research at any other pulse and pulse
train duration, however, it might be prudent to apply the results to other
parameters . Since the damage endpoint is a thermal effect, it may hold true for
skin exposure as well as eye.
6.5 Visible Spectrum Skin Damage
Skin damage from visible light can be essentiall y thermal in nature. Some
individual s do however, exhibit unusual sensitivit y to visible light, and some
chemicals do cause photosens itization.
Threshold damage levels for thermal
damage are essentiall y similar to those of near and far infrared radiation, more
fully discussed in section 9.
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7.0 ULTRAVIOLET
That portion of the electromagnetic spectrum from about 200 nanometers to
shorter
400 nanometers is usually termed ultraviolet (UV). While wavelengths
than 200 nm are readily· produced, they are heavily absorbed in the air and
generally need only be considered under vacuum conditions. The transmission of
UV radiation through the ocular media to the retina decreases rapidly at
wavelengths shorter than about 400 nm, and insufficient amounts reach the retina
to elicit a visual response. The critical organs are skin and eye - especially
the anterior portion of the eye. Sources such as fluorescent lamps, blacklight
bulbs, high intensity discharge lamps (mercury vapor lamps), as well as some
lasers can emit radiation in the ultraviolet.
Sunpurn and snowblindness, effects caused by excessive UV exposure, have
been recognized hazards for hundreds or thousands of years and have been
associated with overexposure to· sunlight. Not until the mid to late 1800's,
however, were the~e and other effect linked to the ultraviolet portion ~f the
demonstrated in 1889, that the typical photophthalic
Widmark (68)
spectrum.
reaction of snowblindness was produced by the ultraviolet port~on of the
The first thorough, quantitative review and investigation of the
spectrum.
Using
effects of ultraviolet was accomplished in 1916 by Verhoff and bell (2).
various
of
effects
the
documented
equipment then available, they discovered and
portions of the UV spectrum on both eye and skin and dispelled many then current
In the late 1920's and early 1930s, Hausser and Vahle (69) carefully
myths.
researched the production of skin erythema by artificially produced ultraviolet
Their work outlining the effects of wavelength, exposure duration,
radiation.
Following the
exposure rate, and degree of efficacy have become classic.
second World War, there was continued interest in the spectral effectiveness of
ultraviolet radiation, possibly stemming from the increased use of such devices
in both medical and industrial environments. Most recently, the anticipated
development of standards for UV exposure has been an impetus to research.
7.1 Ultraviolet Damage Mechanisms
·The primary reaction of ultraviolet radiation is photochemical in nature. A
comprehensive description of the reactions of skin are given in the test by
Urbach (70). The photochemical reactions which occur in skin are quite similar
to those which occur in the eye.
Duke-Elder (71) reported in 1929 that the reaction of all ocular tissues to
ultraviolet exposure seems identical in quality although it varies in degree.
He reported that the reaction is indicative of a chemical change in the protein
of the affected cells, caused by those photons whose frequency corresponds with
intra-atomic oscillation within the protein molecule. The energy represented by
the photon is absorbed into the molecule and produces photochemical changes in
When the reaction is pushed to extremes, the
the nature qf denaturation.
ultimate result is coagulation of the molecule and eventual death of the cell.
The latent period which elapses before any reaction is evident is a practically
universal feature in photobiochemical reactions, whereby a change in molecule
does not at once result in an immediate visible change in the cell.but makes its
effect evident as cell metabolism continues in an altered fashion.
Some authors appear to be in agreement that the principal material with
which ultraviolet reacts in the eye is protein. Kinsey (16) reports that UV
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photon s are absorbe d by the, mucoid and collage n in the aqueou
s and vitreou s
humor and by the alpha and beta crystal bumtn and albumi noid in
the lens.
Pitts
(23) reports that the effect on the cornea l tissue appear s
to be caused by
absorp tion of the ultrav iolet within nucleo protein s. He furthe
r reports that
his data on rabbits indica te that two photoc hemica l proces ses
may be occurr ing
and that his primat e data indica te that two and possib ly three
photoc hemica l
proces ses are involve d in the produc tion of photok eratiti s.
Other author s believ e that the primary site of absorp tion of
ultrav iolet in
most cell types at wavele ngths. shorte r than 300 nanome ters is
the nucleic acids.
Leach (24) comes to this conclu sion in his thoroug h review
of the biolog ical
effects of ultrav iolet light, citing as eviden ce the absorp
tion spectra of
differe nt molecu lar subgro ups, the relativ e absorp tion spectra
for nucleic acids
and protein s, and the action spectra for variou s end results
such as genetic
change s and bacter ial mortal ity. In summing one section of review
Leach states ,
"It is appare nt therefo re, that the ultrav iolet effect to
kill bacter ia, at
least, depend s primar ily on absorp tion by nucleic acid in
the far ultrav iolet
range and on some other materi al in the near ultrav iolet range.
In terms of
setting human exposu re standa rds, little researc h on the
cellul ar effects of
near ultrav iolet radiati on is availa ble with mammalian or other
large cells."
Since the damage mechanisms of 200-320
nm ultrav iolet radiati on are
primar ily photoc hemica l rather · than therma l in nature ,
damage would seem
depend en~ upon the total energy absorbe d rather than upon
the rate of energy
absorp tion, as .is the case in the visible and near infrare d
spectr al• region s.
This depend ence upon total energy has been incorp orated into
what is termed the
second law of photoc hemist ry, or the "law of recipr ocity."
Accord ing to this
law, an exposu re of X energy in Y hours is equal in damage
produc tion to an
exposu re of X energy in 2 Y hours or to an exposu re of X energy
in 1/2 Y hours.
Wavele ngths longer than 320
nm may cause damage by means other than a
photoc hemica l mechan ism; the therma l mechanism becomes more
preval ent as the
radiati on increas es in wavele ngth toward 380-400 nm.
Where the therma l
mechanism does play a promin ent role, the "law of recipro city"
obviou sly does
not hold and some consid eration must be given to exposu re duratio
n.
The existen ce of recipro city must be seriou sly questio ned
at wavele ngths
shorte r than 320 nm as well, when dealing with such comple x
endpoi nt reactio ns
as erythem a.
Over short time duratio ns of less than, say, 15 minute s, variou
s
invest igators have determ ined that such recipro city does hold
(72,73 ). However,
Blum (74) states that recipro city "holds for the first step in
any photoc hemica l
reactio n, but need not hold for any subseq uent steps" in a
comple x reactio n.
Indeed ,
Sliney (75)
warns
that,
if
the
thresho ld
levels
for
kerato conjun ctiviti s found by severa l invest igators who used
short duratio n
exposu res were applied to environ mental conditi ons "almos
t everyon e would
develop kerato conjun ctiviti s in a few hours while standin g outdoo
rs." it would
seem that an assump tion of recipr ocity must be done with great
care in referen ce
to low dose rate exposu res with comple x biolog ical end points
.
One furthe r aspect of the UV bioeff ect mechanism should be mentio
ned - that
of photore covery or photor eactiva tion. Many cell life forms
which are exposed
to ultrav iolet radiati on suffic ient to cause extens ive
damage are able to
recove r from much of the damage if placed during or
immed iately after
ultrav iolet
exposu re
into
a field of "visib le light."
Actual ly, the
photore covery spectru m ranges from about 350 nm to about 500
nm. The phenomenon
of photore covery , first extens ively studied by Kelner (76) and
Dulbec co (77), is
rather specif ic, does not occur in all cells, and is not
well unders tood
photoc hemica lly.
It may be, howeve r, one of a number of factors which mitiga te
the human respon se to environ mental ultrav iolet levels .
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Action spectra present the effectiveness of each wavelength for producing
certain effects. These action spectra are determined by the use of relatively
monchromatic light; that is, with wavelength ranges of less than about 10
With the exception of lasers, few sources emit ultraviolet
nanometers.
radiation in a monochromatic fashion. therefore, while such action spectra may
be used with reasonable assurance to predict the effect of single line laser
emissions, they can be applied only with great reservation to polychromatic
sources.
Application of action spectra to broadband polychromatic sources requires
that the relative efficiencies for producing a particular biological end effect
be summed; however, the mechanism for production of that end effect may differ
across the spectral range in question, and the biochenical mechanism at one
The best bases for judgment of the hazard of particular source are
wavelength.
experimental results obtained with the source. Unfortunately, until each and
every source has been researched, the technique of addition of bioeffect
efficiencies will be a necessity.
7.2 Ultraviolet Effects on the Skin
The work of Hausser and Vahle (69) has become the classic work in outlining
the effects of wavelength, exposure duration, and exposure rate on the
production of skin erythema. They and other investigators determined the amount
of ultraviolet radiation at each wavelength that would produce each of eight
grades of skin reddening, at various times after exposure. Grade 1 or a very
mild reddening, would be readily produced by 254 nm radiation at a low dosage
(see figure 17), but increasing that dosage by 5 times would produce no greater
than a grade 2.5. On the other hand, grade 1 took considerably more dosage to
produce with 313 nm radiation, but an increase in dose to 1,5 would result in
grade 5 erythema, a much more severe burn.
This confusion of grades and dosages led later investigators to try to
standardize on a single grade or reaction which could be well defined.
Consequently, the "standard erythema curve" (figure 18) came to be presented in
many texts with little explanation of its background or the fact that it
represented the production of a well-defined erythema at a certain period
following exposure.
In the mid 60's, Everett (78) studied the response of abdominal skin from 36
subjects of medium complexion to ultraviolet radiation using a xenon arc,
grating monochromator, 10-nm bandwidth, <30-second exposures, and 7-8 hour
observation time. From the data reported by Everett, the lowest exposure
producing just perceptible erythema of the skin was 3 mJ/cm 2 at 250 nm.
Everett's erythema action spectrum (figure 19) shows the maximum erythema
nm to 310 nm occuring at 250 nm with a
efficiency, in the range of 250
longer
progressively
with
effectiveness
erythema
gradual decrease in
This is in disagreement with the "standard" erythema curve of
wavelengths.
figure 18. The "standard" curve shows the maximum erythema efficiency occuring
at approximately 295 nm. It is not surprising that Everett's work, based on a
"just perceptible" reaction, should display a different action spectrum.
Everett reports that disparity between the shape of the "st"andard" erythema
curve and his is caused by the following: "The 'standard erythema curve' is a
composite one produced by compiling partial data from several investigators and
Different
interpolating for those wavelengths where no data was available.
subjects were studied by each investigator and they were tested at different
sites on the body at different times of the year. The time of observation of
Variable field sizes were employed. Diverse light
erythema was variable.
sources were utilized and in many instances radiation times were prolonged (30
35
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minutes or more). The spectral purity of the radiation was fr~quently unknown."
These remarks could well apply to the analysis of all electromagnetic radiation
damage thresholds at this time.
Freeman and associates (73) used a high-pressure xenon lamp and grating
monochromater to expose albino rabbit, monkey, and human skin to wavelengths
from 220 nm to 320 nm. Their findings supported those of Everett (78) that the
They
most effective spectral region for erythema production was 250-260 nm.
also documented a sharp cutoff in erythema-producing effectiveness beyond 250
The quantitative results of Freeman's
nm. in both rabbits and monkeys.
research are presented in figure 20, as are those of Everett.
Long-term, low-level exposure to ultraviolet radiation is associated with an
increase in the occurence of skin cancer. While no definitive studies have yet
been done to ascertain the threshold for the effect, the cause and effect
A discussion of the
relationship is accepted by almost all researchers.
problems of determining tolerance levels is presented by Blum (79) and Urbach
(70).
Several studies have shown that human skin becomes hypersensitive to visible
intramuscular
or
oral,
topical,
the
and ultraviolet radiation after
In addition, certain individuals are
administration of certian drugs (70).
acutely sensitive to the effects of visible and infrared light. Both situations
may result in the development of eruptions on the exposed skin similar in
appearance to acne. Again, no threshold levels can be obtained for these
effects.
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7.3 Ultraviolet Effects on the Eye
The most marked reaction to ultraviolet radiation by the eye takes place in
the cornea, corneal epithelium, and conjunctiva, since they receive all of the
incident energy and absorb most of it in the spectral range less than 320 nm.
Considerablly less energy is transmitted to the lens (figure 7), and a much
smaller portion is transmitted on to the retina. Widmark (68) used a carbon arc
lamp to obtain typical photophthali c reactions in rabbits, such as acute
conjunctivit is with swelling, and a shedding of the corneal epithelium. Larger
doses resulted in corneal opacities and discoloration of the iris. Verhoff and
Bell (2) showed that these characterist ic effects of ultraviolet exposure were
caused by light of wavelength shorter than 305 nm.
They demonstrated corneal
changes, widespread effects on the lens capsule, and with intense exposure,
superficial damage to the lens, but were unable to produce any retinal damage.
Cogan and Kinsey (80) studied the action spectrum for keratitis produced by
ultraviolet radiation exposure of the eyes of albino rabbits. Exposure was made
by means of a quartz lamp and monochromato r at 8 wavelengths with a spectral
bandwidth of 20 nanometers. The amount of energy at each wavelength just
necessary to produce a corneal change visible with the biomicroscop e and slit
lamp was considered the threshold dose for the wavelength. The cornea was found
to have a peak sensitivity to UV at a wavelength of 288 nm. The authors
concluded that the photochemica l reaction in the cornea was not a result of
indiscrimina te absorption by nucleoprotei n but rather of a selective absorption
by some substance having an absorption peak at wavelengths longer than
nucleoprotei n or by only certain components of nucleoprotei n. Cogan and Kinsey
stated that the law of reciprocity applied to this process (tissue damage being
dependent upon the total energy absorbed and not on the rate of absorption) and
varied the dose by controlling exposure duration.
A similar study of ultraviolet ophthalmic effects was done by Bachem (17)
who used various ultraviolet sources and filters to determine an action spectrum
for cataract formation.
The exposures required to produce cataracts were far
greater than those required for keratitis.
Bachem explained that since the
"filter method was inappropriate to demonstrate the sharp peaks at 288 nm as
established by Cogan and Kinsey for keratitis, the action spectrum for these
authors was accepted for the middle ultraviolet region." In the 334-365, 302,
297, 298+, and 254 nm wavelength ranges used in Bachem's study the threshold for
rabbit lens opacity was five times the keratitis threshold for the rabbit
cornea. Bachem appears to confirm the other investigator s' studies with respect
to the cornea being the critical tissue for ultraviolet exposure.
An extensive study of the effects of ultraviolet on the eye of rabbit,
monkey, and man has been done by Pitts and. associates (23,81).
Exposures were
made using a fluid transportatio n arc filled with argon gas which produced a
high-intensi ty continuous ultraviolet spectrum.
Rabbits and monkeys were
exposed at spectral intervals of 10 nm from 210 nm to 320 nm. The criteria for
photokeratit is were the appearance of an abnormal number of granules in the
conjunctiva and the appearance of an epithelial haze (the latter considered
suprathresho ld).
The cornea was found to be most sensitive to ultraviolet at 270 nm. This
finding applied equally to rabbits, monkeys, and humans, with photokeratit is
threshold exposures of 5 mJ/cm 2 , respectively , at that wavelength.
Pitts does conculde that, based on his observations as well as the work of
Welker and Campbell (82), the effect on corneal tissue is caused by ultraviolet
absorption within the nucleoprotei n. He also presents the work of Freeman and
Knox (83), Hill and Eidenow (84) and Blum (85) and concludes that elevated
temperature does effect an increase in the results of ultraviolet exposure but
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not necessarily by direct speening of the photochemica l reaction.
the case of extended exposure to visible light, temperatures may
biochemical reactions and then indirectly affect the results.

Rather, as in
affect other

Figure 21 presents the action spectrum for photokeratit is reported by Pitts
Note that most action spectra are
for rabbits, monkeys, and one human.
presented in terms of relative efficiency, while Pitts presents absolute values
The quantitative data of Cogan and
for threshold production of keratitis.
Kinsey (80) is also presented in this figure.
In general, when the eye is exposed to 200-350 µm ultraviolet there is
This latent
initially a latent period during which no effects are visible.
period varies in length inversely as the serverity of the damage. Pitts (23)
found the period to be 4-12 hours for a human subject using what he considered
threshold levels at 270 nm for photokeratit is. The human subject reported a
feeling of dryness in the dye as the first symptom, with the subsequent feeling
of "sand" in the eye. In experiments conducted on rabbits by W.S. Duke-Elder
(71) with higher exposures, the conjunctive became pink and inflamed following
The inflammation gradually increased in
the latent period (4-6 hours).
The "central"
amounts of secretion.
varying
of
intensity with the appearance
vesicles were
definite
edematous;
and
hazy
s.omewhat
became
cornea
the
of
part
occasionally formed under the epithelium. The clinical symptoms were at their
height •between 36 and 44 hours after exposure; thereafter, the ceqtral cornea
gradually cle.ared up until, 4 or 5 days later, the cornea became clear again.
The conjunctival inflammation subsided, and the eye became normal in 8 to 10
days time.
Recent work by Vassiliadis and associates (86) has demonstrated the
Using a frequencyusefulness of the laser in eliciting damage information.
duration, they
emission
ns
3.0
and
wavelength
nm
347
of
doubled ruby laser
exposed the eyes of Rhesus monkeys. The primary damage site was found to be the
lens with the appearance of lenticular opacities. No damage was found at the
retina,. nor was any mentioned at the cornea.
MacLeen and associates (87) have studied the effect of 325 nm laser light
Cataract production was
from a helium-cadmiu m laser on the eyes of rabbits.
noted, but no lenticular changes or alterations deeper within the eye were seen.
No inference can yet be made on the idea of dose rate versus dose as the
specification of choice for threshold values. The development of a tunable
laser source in the ultraviolet will hopefully give much more definitive data on
the spectrum between 315 nm and 400 nm, a region which is certainly not well
known today in terms of biological effects.
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8.0 NEAR INFRARED
That portion of the spectrum between 700 nm and 1400 nm can be termed the
near infrared for purposes of bioeffects discussions. Transmission of radiation
to the retina is quite high over most of this spectral range as can be seen in
figure 4, but perception of that radiation is negligible. Connnon lasers which
emit in this spectral range are the gallium arsenide (GaAs) lasers which emit at
850-950 nm (the exact frequency depending upon temperature) and lasers of the
neodymium (Nd) family which emit at about 1060 nm. Transmission of light to the
lens (as opposed to the retina) extends .past 1500 nm, and many common
incandescent sources emit heavily in the portion of the spectrum.
8.1 Near Infrared Eye Damage Mechanishms
Since the transmission of near infrared radiation through the ocular media
to the retina is similar to that of the visible spectrum, the thermal mechanism
can produce visible retinal lesions similar to those described in section 6.
The process is somewhat less efficient in the near infrared, for the eye does
not consciously focus the incoming light. Since the incident photons are not
energetic enough to elicit a response from the photoreceptor cells, there is no
damage mechanism corresponding to the photoic retinopathy produced by sublesion
levels of visible light. However, the production of cataract, or lenticular
opacity, has long been associated with the near infrared portion of the
spectrum.
Cataract, arising in furnace men, glass blowers, and chain makers, was first
described in 1786 by Wenzel (88) and has been discussed in numerous papers.
Vogt (89), working in the 1930's, proposed that wavelengths between 800 nm and
1200 nm were responsible for the production of cataract.
This work was
challenged by Goldman (90) who denied the specificity of wavelengths and
proposed that, since little radiation in either the visible or near infrared was
absorbed by the lens, the symptom was caused by an increase in lens temperature
resulting from radiation absorption in surrounding tissue.
Goldman proposed
that cataract was produced by an increase in temperature of the iris resulting
from the iris' absorption of radiation. This has been subsequently verified by
Langley and associates (91).
8.2 Near Infrared Bioeffects Research
The threshold levels for visible retinal lesion production by the 1060 nm
radiation from neodymium (Nd) lasers has been studied by Vassiliadis and
associates (50). They exposed both Rhesus monkeys and a human to pulses of 30nanoscond duration and noted a difference in the lowest levels at which lesions
were produced, with the human requiring 25 times as much energy input. The
retinal damage criteria for both species was a visible retinal lesion which
appeared within 1 hour of exposure. Rhesus subjects were also exposed to. Nd
laser radiation of 600-microsecond duration. The lowest energy for observed
damage was 3 x 10- 3 J into a 100-µm diameter retinal spot, The short-pulsed Nd
laser experiment can be compared with short-pulse ruby laser ex~eriments done
under similar conditions by the same author and reported in the same paper. At
short pulse time domains, the Nd laser required about 10 times as much incident
corneal energy to produce damage as did the ruby.
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In another study of the potential of Nd radiation, Vassiliadis and
associates (92) report exposing Rhesus monkeys to pulse durations of 10, 100,
and 960 milliseconds with retinal image diameters of about 60 µm. The retinal
damage criteria was as before. The results of these exposures are depicted in
figure 22.
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The Nd-YAG laser was used in a more extensive study of visible retinal
lesion threshold by Skeen and associates (93). Exposure durations of 1, 10,
100, and 1,000 milliseconds were used on rhesus monkey eyes and retinal image
diameters of about 40 µm. The damage criteria was again the production of a
visible retinal lesion within 1 hour after exposure. The thresholds, which are
depicted in figure 22, are uniformly lower than those of Vassiliadis by a factor
of about 1.2, which could be easily accounted for by differences in beam
structure, threshold determination, or measurement error. Skeen and associates
additionally exposed Rhesus monkeys, using the same image and damage criteria as
above, to both single and multiple pulses of 7 x 10- 7 seconds.
The threshold
value for the single pulse compared favorably with an extrapolated value based
on the longer pulse threholds, both being about 20-25 J.
The multiple-pulse
exposure, they reported, produced damage at a much lower energy per pulse value
than for the single pulse, and the authors view this as evidence of a cumulative
thermal effect.
It should be noted that the total energy required to produce
threshold damage was considerably higher for the multiple-pulse exposure than
for the single-pulse exposure. The values reported by Skeen and associates (93)
are also depicted in figure 22, with the multiple pulse point located at 3.5 x
10- 4 seconds, which is the effective exposure duration for the pulse train
operating for 0.5 seconds at 1 k~z ((7 x 10- 7 sec/pulse) 500 pulses)= 3.5 x 10- 4
seconds.
Geeraets (94) reports the results of a comparison of the ruby and Nd laser
at similar output parameters in both shot-pulse (30-nanosecond) and long-pulse
(200-microsecond) domains on the chinchilla grey rabbit eye. He concludes that
the production of visible retinal lesions requires about five to six times as
much incident corneal energy at the Nd laser wavelength compared to the ruby
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laser wavelength. Geeraets attributes this disparity to greater reflection and
lesser absorption on the part of the retina and pigment epithelium at the longer
Nd wavelengths. He also states that the primary damage'sites for both ruby and
Nd wavelengths are similar and damage from the two lasers cannot easily be
distinguished in histological section. It is of interest to note that Mainster,
et. al. (95) have calculated that 5.7 times more power is required at the cornea
to produce a given retinal temperature using Nd laser than is required to
produce the same temperature using a ruby laser.
Wolbarsht (96) claims that the differences between ruby and Nd laser
produced lesions are detectable, Nd affecting more the neural fiber layer while
ruby exposure produces .more involvement with the pigment epithelium. The
latter, Wolbarsht states, is necessary for good therapeutic photocoagulation.
Campbell and associates (97) studied the effect of Nd laser radiation on the
cornea and lens. They reported, in essence, that Nd laser exposures which cause
threshold damage to the cornea and lens are quite destructive to the retina. No
retinal damage thresholds were given.
Smith and Stein (98) have reported that some 60 J/cm 2 (to a 2.7-mm diameter
irradiated area) through the sclera produced a visible retinal lesion.
Bioeffects research using GaAs lasers has been extremely limited in scope.
Some of the first work done was associated with a laser cane for the blind,
developed under the auspices of the Veteran's Administration (99). The lasers
in the cane, with peak powers of up to 5 watts but average powers only on the
order of 2 x 10- 5 watts, were used to expose Rhesus monkeys for periods of up to
Lund and
30 minutes. In no cases were any visible lesions reported (100).
associates at Frankford Arsenal (101) determined thresholds for visible retinal
lesion production by a GaAs laser pulsing at 120,000 pulses per second.
Exposure durations of 0.125, 0.5. 1.0, and 8.0 seconds were associated with
power levels entering the eye of 52.8, 26.8, 28.6, and 16.. 4 mW, respectively,
while extrapolations of power to the 0.1 percent probability for lesion
production yielding levels of 32, 10, 17.5, and 7.0 mW, respectively.
Ebbers (102) exposed Rhesus monkey eyes to an array of 320 GaAs laser diod'es
at.two pulse repetition rates, 40 pps and 1000 pps. The source was being tested
for hazard prior to operational range testing, and the power emitted could not
Beam
be varied. Threshold levels were therefore based on exposure duration.
diameter was limited to 7 mm at the plane of the cornea, but the amount actually
A comparison of the
entering the animal's eye could not be ascertained.
that the lower
revealed
rates
repetition
pulse
two
the
from
results
relative
pulse repetition rate of 40 pps required more total energy and a greater
The author views this as evidence of a cumulative effect
duration.
exposure
which occurs as pulse repetition rates increase.
Cataract production has been researched by Langley and associates (91), who
An
focused the output of 100-watt zirconium arc lamp onto the iris of rabbits.
exposure to 15 w/cm 2 for 30 seconds on a 2-mm image diameter was capable of
producing cataract. The same beam expanded to cover the whole 1r1s produced
They indicated their results supported the view of
essentially no change.
Goldman (90) who proposed that cataract was caused by local heating of the lens
from light absorption by the iris.
8.3 Near Infrared skin Damage Mechanisms
Skin damage from near infrared radiation is essentially thermal in nature.
No long-term low-level effects are known, and threshold damage levels are
essentially similar to those for skin damage from visible and far infrared
radiation, more fully discussed in section 9.
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9.0 FAR INFRARED
That portion of the spectrum from 1400 nanometers to 0.3 millimeters may be
termed the far infrared for purposes of this paper. Reflection of the radiation
by tissue of the skin as seen in figure 3 and absorption by the eye as can be
inferred from figures 5 and 6 is negiigible, and the critical organ for
consideration is the cornea of the eye. Two commercially available lasers emit
in this portion of the spectrum: the carbon dioxide (CO2) laser which emits at
10,600 nanometers and the recently developed erbium laser which emits at 1,500 1,650 nanometers (the frequency depending upon the host material),
9.1 Damage Modeling
Threshold damage in the far infrared is essentially thermal in nature.
Modeling of damage is therefore similar to that done in relation to the visible
portion
of the spectrum with allowances for differences in absorption,
reflection, heat loss, and the like.
Peppers and associates (103) have used a one-dimensional temperature model
to estimate the corneal damage threshold.
Their
model,
coupled
with
experimental data reported by Vassiliadis and associates (50), indicates that a
35° Crise in temperature is associated with threshold corneal damage, a figure
which is considerably higher than the temperature rise associated with retinal
burn thresholds as described earlier.
This rise above the normal corneal
temperature of about 32° C indicates that damage occurs at a critical
temperature of about 67° C, close to the temperature at which hemoglobin and egg
albumin commense denaturation with exposure durations of several seconds.
Mainster and associates (104) have used a three-dimensional model of corneal
thermal response to demonstrate that the temperature rise at the periphery is
less than temperature rise at the center of an irradiated area. They believe it
is the peripheral temperature rise that most accurately describes the threshold
condition and therefore such temperature rise may be of the same magnitude as
the temperature increase associated with the retinal burn threshold.
Peacock (105) has formulated a model based on surface temperature increase
which the author believes can be used to predict injury threshold for skin
exposure.
The model, using a temperature rise of 25° C, predicts an injury
threshold that fits well with the data points found by Brownell and associates
(106) for mild erythema threshold. The mild erytpema described by Brownell, it
must be noted, was not the minimal change noted by Brownell, but was an erythema
which was present at 24 hours post exposure,
9.2 Far Infrared Eye Damage Research
Eye damage thresholds were studied extensively by Fine and associates (107)
who exposed the eyes of rabbits to the 5-mm-diameter beam from a CO 2 laser in a
continuously emitting mode for time periods of up to 30 minutes. Such long
exposure times, they believe, are well beyond those of any accidental situation
for the CO 2 laser direct beam but do indicate what a prolonged exposure level
may approximate for ambient infrared exposure.
Their examination for damage
included slit lamp and ophthalmoscopic procedures as well as histologic
examinations, and the criteria for damage was any observable corneal change by
any examination procedure.
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Lesions were formed by exposures to 1.~ W/cm 2 and 0.5 W/cm 2 for 5 minutes or
less. Exposures of 15 minutes were capable of producing corneal lesions at an
The lesions in this case were observable
W/cm2 .
0.25
of
irradiance
As the
ophthalmoscopically, and histological changes were easily visible.
irradiance levels were decreased from 0.2 to 0.1 W/cm2 , the authors reported a
variability in the production of corneal change. No change was detected by any
method following exposure to 0.1 W/cm2 for 30 minutes.
Geeraets, Fine and Fine (108) exposed rabbit corneas in vivo to the 5-mm
All exposures at their lowest
diameter beam of a CO2 laser for 1 second.
CamRbell and
irradiance of 9 W/cm 2 produced immediate corneal lesions.
for an
associates (109) found a CO2 radiation threshold level of 3.85 W/cm
on
lesion
corneal
detectable
just
a
exposure of 3 seconds, using as a criterion
slit lamp examination.immediately after exposure. Leibowitz and Peacock (110)
reported a threshold level of between 15.6 and 20.2 W/cm 2 for an exposure to CO 2
radiation of between 0.08 and 0,23 second. Threshold damage was described by
the authors as being a grey appearance of the cornea.
Peppers and associates (103) at Stanford Research Institute reported the
threshold values for corneal damage .for CO2 radiation exposures of 55, 10, and
3.5 milliseconds, using as criteria a corneal opacity appearing within 10
minutes after exposure. The author's values at 55 milliseconds and their
projecticm of the 50 percent probability threshold at 18 W/cm 2 for a 70millisecond exposure are disputed by Borland and associates (111) who found that
a 50 percent probability of threshold damage at 70 milliseconds was produced by
5,8 W/cm2 • Borland investigated the lowest CO2 irradiance which would produce
reversible but visual (nonphotographable) changes in the eyes of both rabbits
and monkeys. Exposures of 70 ms were capable of producing this "grade 1" lesion
at levels of 4.0 W/cm2 in rabbits and 6.9 W/cm 2 in monkeys.
Gullberg and associates (112) reported on the incident corneal irradiance
from a CO 2 laser which would elicit the "blink reflex" response to pain and
found it at a level of roughly half that required to cause a threshold lesion.
The corneal damage threshold reported was 1.26 W/cm2 for an exposure of 1
Gullberg found that the elicitation of the blink reflex would be well
second.
approximated over the time domain of 0.01 to 5 seconds by the relationship;
Q=K~

where,

Q = energy dose (integrated irradiance in J/cm 2),
K
t

=
=

an empirically determined modifying factor, and
exposure time in seconds.

Gullberg used as his criteria for corneal damage the appearance of coagulation changes in the basal cell layer of the epithelium.
Liebowitz and Peacock (110) have described five ranges for CO2 radiation
induced damage using the relationship;
Q =P~

where,

Q = incident corneal energy for damage (J/cm 2),

P = irradiance (W/cm2), and
t = exposure time in seconds.

The use of this function allows the calculation of threshold irradiance for each
range of corneal lesion provided exposure time is known and, conversely, the
exposure time if irradiance is known. While the values of "Q" are presented,
·there is insufficient data in the paper to reconstruct actual time versus irradiance points.
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Figure 23 Eye and Skin damage data points for CO2 laser radiation

Figure 23, which presents the comparable data from the foregoing discussed
research, indicates an approximated curve for corneal damage threshold irradiance versus exposure duration.
The "eye safe" erbium laser has been used by Bresnick, Lund, and associates
(113) in some preliminary studies of eye effects. They report a SO-nanosecond
exposure to 17 J/cm 2 on the cornea as being the lowest energy at which damage
was observed althouih exposures as low as 10.1 J/cm1 were achieved. No evidence
of retinal or lenticular damage was found in eyes exposed to the erbium laser in
this experiment. They conclude that the erbium, when compared to lasers operating in the visible and near infrered, is a comparatively "safe" laser. The
threshold for the erbium laser cannot be compared directly to that of the CO2,
since no Q-switched CO2 laser experiments have yet been performed, Lund and
associates (114) do state that, based upon the higher absorption coefficient of
water at 106,900 nanometers (950 cm- 1 ) compared to 15,400 nanometers (10 cm- 1 ),
a lower corneal damage threshold would be expected for the CO 2 laser.
9.3

Far Infrafed Skin Damage Research

Skin damage was studied by Fine and associates (10?) as an adjunct to their
work on corneal injury thresholds.
They reported "thermofax paper readily
blackens upon exposure to 1 W/cm2 and accidental exposure at this level resulted
in cutaneous burns on the fingers and hands of several of the· investigators."
They further stated "Deliberate exposure of the finger of one of the investigators to 0.3 W/cm 2 for several minutes resulted in considerable pain and a burn
that persisted for several days, whereas there was no pain or marked thermal
sensation on prolonged exposure to 0.1 W/cm 2 ."
These observations would
indicate a similar damage threshold for both cornea and skin.
Skin damage was the subject of a rather extensive study by Brownell and
associates (106) who used a pigment-free swine for the experimental subject.
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Thresholds were determined for several different degress of change, from no detectable change to a uniform white burn. While results were presented in detail
for mild erythema lasting longer than 24 hours, figure 23 presents, where possible, the highest reported values which produced either no result or a transient
erythema (the authors do not distinguish between those endpoints) but did not
produce the mild erythema.
Skin damage from radiation is probably at its most efficient level at wavelengths near that of the CO 2 laser. Water, the primary component of tissue,
absorbs strongly at this wavelength, and reflectivity of skin, as can be seen
from figure 3, is quite low. The threshold values determined at CO 2 wavelengths
can be used, therefore, as a baseline for assessment of hazard from other wavelengths by applying appropriate spectral reflectivity values from figure 3.
It must be noted that the levels reported for skin damage thresholds are
valid only for irradiated areas equal or close in diameter to those used in the
experiment; that is, diameter of 14 to 16 millimeters. Larger irradiated areas
would probably require lower irradiances to produce damage, while smaller areas
with a greater rate of heat loss would require a greater irradiance. A good
discussion of this subject is provided by Sliney (75) who states, for a CO2
laser "the beam size incident upon human skin must be nearly 1 centimeter or
greater in diameter for 0.1 W/cm 2 to produce a definite sensation of warmth, and
at least 2-3 mm diameter for 1 W/cm 2 to produce this sensation, while 0.01 W/cm 2
would probably be sensed for whole body exposure."

'
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10.0 FACTORS USED IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF SAFETY GUIDELINES
FOR LIGHT SOURCES
The purpose of this paper has been to present sufficient information to permit a basic understanding of damage from light. The authors hope that this has
been accomplished and believe that in the process they have presented sufficient
information to furnish the basis for the development of safety guidelines.
A
logical extension of the paper is, therefore, to comment on the format and formulation of such guidelines.
Guidelines for the safe use of light sources may be developed in two basic
forms. They may govern either the amount of light emitted from a source (emission limits) or the amount of light to which a person may be exposed (exposure
limits), While the Bureau of Radiological Health, Food and Drug Administration
has the authority to establish emission limits, the assumption must be made that
a person may be exposed to whatever is emitted, and thus emission levels, to be
valid, must be based upon exposure limits.
In either case, the values associated with such limits must (1) be related
to an acceptable risk of the occurrence of damage and (2) be couched in terms
which allow meaningful measurement.
The term "acceptable risk" has been used because at this point in research
it is not possible to pinpoint exactly the thresholds for all biological
effects.
10.1

Visible Light Guidelines

Within the visible portion of the spectrum, three levels. of biological effects have been researched. At low levels effects may take the form of ·changes
in the electroretinogram, microscopic damage to cell structures, and changes in
cell chemistry. Even more subtle changes may occur which are not made apparent
for a considerable span of time. At higher levels of exposure damage may be
observed by use of an ophthalmoscope.
Higher levels yet are sufficient to
damage the skin as well as eye and may pose a problem with even diffuse
reflection of the beam.
Safety guidelines must be based on levels of emission of exposure which effectively prevent the occurence of any injury or damage. Thus, the research on
ERG changes and other nonvisible endpoints must be considered in establishing
this level. Chronic exposure studies are not sufficiently complete to permit a
good estimate of just where these "safe" levels may fall; nevertheless, these
"safe" levels must be sufficiently low to prevent any possibility of damage to
ultrastructure or biopotential,
Studies of visible damage provide a second level which may be used in the
requirement of additional safety features or signs. This level has been well
researched, and the establishment of such second level values is readily done.
The values of figure 8 for the lower 95 percent confidence level for visible
lesion production in small image diameters may be used as an example of such a
level. This second level control provides for added safety commensurate with
added hazard. Note that a value of less than this level cannot be considered as
safe.
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Skin damage may be used as the basis for a third level of control. Such a
third level can again serve as a basis for requiring additional safety devices
or warnings since an additional level of hazard is being described.
The specification of any set of values as a safety guideline must permit
ease of measurement of those values. The site of damage of most concern within
the visible portion of the spectrum is the retina of the eye. Although specification of retinal irradiance would be the most meaningful value, such a value
There are three possible alternatives to this
cannot be measured directly.
problem. First, one could devise a measurement instrument that would indirectly
provide a measure of retinal values by simulating the eye. Second, one could.
modify those retinal values and restate them as corneal values which are
expected to produce the re.tinal values. Third, one could specify those corneal
values which have been shown to produce retinal damage.
The first possibility has been tried several times. Experience to date
would indicate that, while such a device may be possible, a measuring instrument
which simulates the eye is difficult to construct and would probably be too
costly to find widespread use.
The secbnd alternative, that of converting retinal values to corneal values,
is possible, but the basis for such a procedure is uncertain since the retinal
The researchers who reported those
values involved are calculated values.
values has to base their calcuations on corneal values in the first place.
The third alternative, that of using the corneal values actually measured by
the researchers, seems most valid. Accepting this, one must then choose between
values of irradiance (and integreted irradiance) or pow2r (and energy) for the
specification of values.
A number of previously published guidelines have stated their limit values
in terms of irradiance or integrated irradiance at the cornea. The units chosen
were joules or watts per square centimeter. This form of specification leads to
problems since the area of detection or sampling is not specified.
A corneal irradiance value may be valid if the beam covers the entire pupil
diameter at the cornea. If the beam, however, is of double the irradiance of
the standard yet covers only 1/100 of the corneal area, the beam is still considered hazardous by any guideline that considers only corneal irradiance, even
though the power entering the eye has been reduced by a factor of 50 and may be
well below any true hazardous level based on the minimum power on the retina
that can still produce damage.
What really determines the degree of hazard is the total energy or power
entering the eye coupled with the optical gain of the eye. Optical gain can be
defined as the ratio of corneal image diameter to retinal image diameter (or, if
one neglects light loss in the eye, the ratio between corneal irradiance and
Several factors affect the optical gain of the eye under
retinal irradiance).
any situation:
(1) The size of the light source.
(2) The distance between the eye and the light source.
(3) The distance at which the eye is focused.
(4) The degree of collimation of light being emitted by the source.
(5) The pupillary diameter.
(6) The overall acuity of the eye and any corrective eyewear.
(7) Any collecting optics such as binoculars.
These factors cannot be known for all situations, and one must thus assume an
optical gain based on the worst case possible without being unrealistic.
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The specification of worst-case conaitions would allow simple measurement
techniques to determine whether a beam of light is or might be hazardous,
The
values of the safety guideline could be presented in terms of power or energy
entering an aperture of specified diameter, such as that of the eye. (The pupil
diameter of 7 mm is the largest pupil normally encountered in the human eye,
although exceptional pupils are larger (115). Thus, one need measure only power
or energy incident on a detector with the specified circular aperture. If measurement indicated that the beam was above the limit values, the beam would be
considered
as
hazardous until futher measurements or calculations were
performed.
Such a specification would require the development of a simple formula to
modify the standard limits based upon factors such as source size, ,divergence,
and subject-to-sourc e distance which differed from the worst-case conditions
used in establishing the base limits. While such development is not within the
scope of this paper, the work should not be overly difficult.
One parameter which should be noted, since it plays such an important part
in any such safety standard, is that of time. The degree of hazard associated
with any situation is determined ·partially by the duration of that situation.
Human exposure to a beam of light is limited in time, either by the
characteristics of the source -or by the reactions of the human in question.
When the-i-tazarqous situation is associated with a short-pulse duration, as from
a pulsed laser, the duration of the hazardous situation is determined by the
s-ource characteristics. When sources emit continuously, the hazardous situation
is limited by a human reaction, ranging from an avoidance reaction to boredom
and inattention.
Just where the control of exposure duration passes from device to human is
difficult to pinpoint and depends upon the degree of discomfort or photophobia
posed by the source. Where the source strength is moderately low and the desire
to see is great as with snow blindness during a skiing vacation, the duration of
exposure may be long. Where source strength is great and tolerance low as with
a skin burn, the exposu·re duration may be short.
While worst case conditions are otherwise used in the guidelines, some
degree of reason must be used to predict the duration of exposure at any control
level.
It would seem unreasonable, therefore, to apply controls to visible-light
surveying lasers based upon a continuous exposure of 8 hours when such a situation is extremely unlikely to occur. It would be equally unreasonable to limit
devices meant for viewing based upon the thresholds for visible lesion production.
Such limitations must be carefully considered and related to exposure
durations which can be anticipated under real conditions.
One cannot, however, place all faith in such aversion reactions as have been
furnished by nature, The so-called "blink reflex" is assumed by many to protect
against the exposure to high-intensity light sources. However, the occurrence
of retinal lesions during eclipse watching, requiring an exposure of seconds or
minutes, casts doubt on this assumption. Vos and associates (116) report "the
blinking reflex works relatively quick. Vos (11?) used a time of 0.18 seconds originally taken from Gerathewohl and Strughold (118). More recent data from
Smith (119) teach that an alert and understanding subject manages to shut his
eyes in 0.10 second. Alert and understanding means that he knows that a flash
can be expected and that the best reaction is to shut his eyes. Possibly naive
observers tend to suppress the blinking reflex in order to investigate the
origin of the unexpected flash."
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10.2

Near Infrared Light Guidelines

The bases for various levels of control within the near infrared are the
two
same as those previously discussed for the visible spectrum with
differences. First, the transmission of light to the retina is less in the near
infrared as compared to the visible. Second, since the energy of the incident
photons is insufficient to elicit a photo response from the photosensors, there
appears to be no damage mechanism at low-input light levels equivalent to the
photopigment bleaching which occurs from visible light. While the only damage
mechanism may therefore be thermal, there is still the possibility of some form
of subtle retinal insult which is not readily visible. Needless to say, the
blink reflex is not valid in this spectral region.
10.3 Ultraviolet Light Standards
Most in vivo threshold damage studies associated with ultraviolet exposure
have used the criteria of photokeratitis and erythema as an indication of
Photokeratitis is a delayed and painful reaction on the part of the
damage.
corneal epithelium or conjunctiva. No permanent damage has been associated with
single, mild cases of either photokeratitis or erythema. The work of Pitts (81)
has produced a quantitative action spectrum which could reasonably serve as a
guideline for exposures in the ultraviolet from 300 nm to 250 nm. The action
spectra for erythema is a good basis for a guideline or standard at other
ultraviolet wavelengths. Both of these quantitative action spectra are depicted
Since the points so depicted represent actual cases of
in figure 21.
photokeratitis, it would seem reasonable to establish the limits of any
guideline at some values less than the data points in order to represent an
acceptable level of risk to this mild injury. Consideration must also be given
to other sensitive damage endpoints when quantitative data for those endpoints
become sufficiently available.
One difference must be noted between ultraviolet exposure guidelines and
those of the visible and near infrared, that being the parameter of time.
Whereas time is intimately associated with exposure guidelines of the visible
and infrared, this is not the case with the ultraviolet. Since the production
of threshold damage is caused by a specific photochemical rea,ction rather than a
buildup of sufficient energy in the surrounding tissue to promote a thermal
reaction, the exposure guideline can be couched in terms of total energy input
per unit area over a period of time of up to 8-24 hours.
While the assumption of reciprocity may not be noted, in cases of long-term
low-level exposure the assumtion of such reciprocity can only produce a
conservative value for these longer exposure durations. Therefore, until such
time as experiments present a picture of time dependence, no exposure rates
should probably be specified in any ultraviolet guideline.
An exposure guideline for ultraviolet in terms of energy per unit area is
valid for both collimated as well as noncollimated sources.
The work of Pitts and others would indicate that the threshold for keratitis
At some point there is a
rises rapidly at wavelengths longer than 310 nm.
crossover between the production of photokeratitis and the production of retinal
damage. Other damage, such as to the lens, may occur in this crossover
spectrum. The region and problem have not been adequately explored to determine
just what is happening. At wavelengths of less than 250 nanometers current
An enforceable
spectral measurements are very suspect.
state-of-the-art
guideline for such short wavelengths may not be possible.
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10.4

Far Infrafed Light Guidelines

The threshold damage criteria used for far infrared by most researchers has
been a change of some nature associated with the cornea or an erythema of skin.
The absorption of infrared radiation by the cornea epithelium or conjunctiva is
sufficiently high that extensive damage will occur to the first one or two cell
layers of the eye before the remainder of the eye is threatened. Threshold damage to the corneal epithelium and skin is believed recoverable with no long term
effects from single exposures, as in the case of ultraviolet but with no comparable loss of vision or intense pain; therefore, the threshold levels of figure
23 may serve as the basis for a safety guideline with slight reduction to
represent an acceptable risk for this minimal injury. The values for skin in
figure 23 may, when modified by appropriate reflection and absorption values,
serve as a safety guideline value for skin for the far infrared, near infrared,
and visible portions of the spectrum.
Exposure guidelines presented in terms of either energy or power per unit
area serve adequately to assess both collimated and noncollimate d sources. Time
does have meaning in this spectral range, for the damage is caused by an increae
in temperature within the affected tissue.
There is again an area of unknown hazard which lies at the crossover between
the near and far infrared. However, the current accepted junction of 1400 nm
would appear adequate until evidence is gathered which indicates to the
contrary.
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